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ABSTRACT

ASSeSSmentofma].ingered.mentalillnessisa

critical challenge facing professíonals working within

a forensic setting. Sixty six men residing in a

forensic fcorrec]ional facility were assigned to one of

three groups: (a) no psychiatric history (n=20) , (b)

psychiatric history limited to treatment of a

personality disorder (n=27) , (c) psychiatric history

rel_ated. to major mental illness (n=l-9) . Atl subjects

completed the MMPI-2 and sIRS under two instructional-

sets: respond accurat.ely and malingier. Discriminant

analysis of the dat'a resul-ted ín the correct

cl-assifícation of 95.452 of the cases according to

instructional seL. MANOVA resufts indicated that all

subjects, regardless of group membership, signíficantl-y

increased Scores in a similar fashion on the dependent

measures under instructions to malinger' There was'

howewer, ilo evidence to support the notion that

psychiatric hospitatization/history of major mental

illness, improved ability to feign mental- illness.

Twent.y six percent of subj ects with a history of maj or

menLal ílIness attested to previous attempts at

malingering, atl of which, according to respondents'

had been successful. Finatly, 79% of subjects in this
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groupbelievedtheirperformancewouldhavefooleda
psychologist. Individuals with a history of major

mental ill-ness can feign mental íIlness when instructed

to do so, but there is no ewidence to suggest they are

any more adept at feigning than other forensic

populations.ContinueduseoftheMMPI_2andSIRSina

forensic setting received support '
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INTRODUCTION

Goldstein (L913) has noted thaL "Through a

combination of historical accídent, social ewolution,

and pragmatíc necessity, the infant science of

psychiatry has become an inextricabl-e cog in the

machinery of the law" (p- 1"L44) . This "marriage de

conwenance,, (p. ]j-44) has been met u/ith misgiwings by

both the public and professíonal communities (Phil-l-ips,

WoIf & Coons, 1-9BB; Poythress & Stock, 1980; Slovenko'

Lg77; Williams & Miller, l-981) . Despíte this, ât times

uneasy alliance, the field of forensic mental heal-t'h is

conLinualty expanding. Rappaport, Conti and Rudnick

(l-983) estimated that one mil-l-ion forensic mental

health screenings, classifications and eval-uations are

conducted annually in the United States '

I^Iith the increasing role played by forensic mental

heal-t.h professional-s, forensic assessments are being

requested: pre-trial (competency or fitness to stand

trÍal); during trial (criminal responsibility or

competency at the t.ime of offense); post-trial

(mitigating circumstances in respect t.o sent.encing) ;

and during incarceration (competency for execution,

transfer to reduced. Security or hospitalization, parole
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suitability) . In conducting these types of assessments

the forensic clinícian would be seriousl-y remiss in

his/her duty if the possibirity of either faking good

or faking bad were not taken into considerat.ion.

Individual-s involved in pre-sentence examinations,

parole apptícations, ot during vüarranL of Lieutenant

Governor reviews may well be inclined to present

him/herself in a somewhat positive light. fn so doíng

psychiatric symptomatol-ogy may be minimized in an

effort. to win the fawour of the deciding body'

Although beyond the scope of the present

discussion, some research has been conducted in an

effort to bet.ter understand. the phenomenon of faking

good. Indeed, several- of the studies discussed in

subsequent secLions have íncorporated both fake good

and fake bad components into their design. The ability

of these measures, most notably scales on the MMPI,

have not reliably discriminated between indíviduals

faking good, and those providing walid profiles. Faked

good and valid profiles commonly overlap to a marked

d.egree (Graham, Watts ç Timbrook, l-991) ' Research

examining fake good response styles conLinues, and for

an overview of some of the more recent research the

reader is directed to Greene (1-99L) and Rogers (l-9BBc) '
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The focus of the current research is on the

detectíon of malíngering, or feigned mentaf iIlness.

perhaps one of the most frequent and dífficult

challenges for the forensic mental- health professionaf

is the detection of malingered mental il-l-ness (Bash &

Alpert, 1980). shapiro (1984) points out that within

forensic settings, the issue of malingering must be

Laken into account in virtually all assessments. These

experts should not only know 'rhowrr to assess

indivíduals for mal-ingering, they shoul-d also be able

to explain the procedure and be prepared to present

some type of objective data (Eisner, l-985) '

Forensic mental health examiners can have a

profound effect. on the destiny of a person charged or

convicted of a crime (KeiliLz, 1984). In essence, they

provide the impetus for the decision regarding whether

a person becomes a patient, a prisoner, or is let go'

In ad.dition, the costs of such assessments, both in

terms of impact on the individual- being assessed and

monetary expenditures, are astronomical' For example'

the issue of fitness or competency to stand t.rial is

raised annually, ofl average, f.oT approximaLely 36,000

criminal- defendants in the United SLates (Davis, l-985) '

up Lo 252 of these people wil-l be diverted into a
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psychiatric treatment facilitY'

The cosLs incurred by hospital-ization for forensic

mental health issues are staggering. Winick (l-985) ,

using more conservative numbers than those reported by

Davis (1985) , estimated that in the United States 6,250

defend.ants will be hospítalized as a result of the

Fitness to Stand Trial issue beíng raised'

Extrapol_ating from a cost analyses based on data from

Dade county, Florida, winick (1985) determíned that

approximately $l-85 ,368,750 is spent annually in the

united states as a direct result of the fitness to

stand trial issue. This expend.iture did not include

costs related to evaluation of the estimated 752 of

referrals found fít to st.and trial- at the initíal

evaluaLion, attorney fees, court tíme or hearings'

With the capacity to wield such power, the

consequenL impacL of the evaluation on a defendant's

l-ife, and the costs incurred by forensic examinations,

a pressing need for research on the issue of

malingering presents ítseIf. Unfortunately, forensic

mental- health remains an area of st'udy rrlong on

controversy, but short on data" (Phil-Iips, wolf &

coons , :-gB8, p. 605) . sadow and suslick (1961-) note

that simulation of psychotic states for the adwantage
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of the simul-ator has been well documented through the

agies. Despite this, the research l-iterature on

detecting malingered mental illness is meagre (Resnick,

t_984) .

TheCurrentresearchprojecthadthreeprimary

goals. First, the research was designed to address

certain of the shortcomings descríbed by Rogers (1-988c)

in his díscussion of the current Status of research

into the detection of malingered mentaf iIlness.

Rogers (19BBc) has noted that to date, the majority of

research examining the concept of malingered mental-

ill-ness has util ized' non-psychiatric subjects

(primarily college undergraduates) in both experimental-

and control groups. Ecological validity was enhanced

in the current research project through recruitment of

subjecLs from a wariety of inst.itutions housing

indivídual-s who had experience as a defendant in t'he

criminal justice system; especially pertinent was the

incl-usion of vofunLeers currently residing in a

forensic/prison psychiatric facility. This approach

afso permits exploration of the commonly hel-d view that

prisons are essentially training grounds, with

"sophisticated prisoners" deliberately coaching others

on how to malinger (I-,ees-Haley, L9B4) '
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Further, Rogers (f98Bc) has noted that only

rarely, in simulation designs, has any incenLiwe been

offered to subjects to enhance the l-iketihood that they

are complying with the instructions. This research

attempted to facilitate compliance with I'fake bad"

instructions by offering a monetary reward to the

participants for demonstration of real-istic malingering

(it was assumed that for institutionalLzed individuals,

$6.00 ($5.00 U.S.), or approximately a full- day's pay

was a worthwhile incentive).

Final1y, unlike that ewídenced in the

prepond.erance of previous simulation studies, the

instructions to "fake bad" v/ere desígned to be

contextualty refevant- That is, a scenario was

provided to the subjects which was directly applicable

to a forensic situation, and may have indeed been

encountered by certain of the subjects. As noted by

Lees-Ha1ey (1989) for example, âr indivídual

malingering in a personal injury suit is likely to

adopt a different rofe than a person attempting to

avoid imprisonment during a criminal trial '

A second. goal of the current research was to

provide construct val-idation for two instrumenLs that

may be utilized in a clinical forensic setting for the
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detection of malingered mental illness. To date, the

MMPI is the most widely util-ized, and researched,

objective personality measure for the detection of

malingering. There is, however, currently a dearth of

research utilizing the recently introduced MMPI-2

(1990) . Although Butcher (cited in Adler, :-990) ,

asserts t.hat the MMPI-2',s scales measure "exactly what

they have always measured, " research is needed to

substantiate this contenLion. The second measure to be

validated was the structured Interwiew of Reported

symptoms (sIRS; Rogers, l-986) . Atthough still in its

research stages at the time of data collection, this

instrument has shown promise in discriminating between

suspected, mal-ingerers and mentally ill individual-s.

The third and primary goal was to test the central-

hypothesis that those individuals who have experienced

a previous psychotic state (and previous psychiatric

hospitalizations) would be more difficul-t to identify

as malingering, util-izLng the two measures, than

ind.ividuals without these experiences. Rogers (ín

press) has stated: 'rIt woul-d stand to reason that a

psychiatrically disordered ind.ividual woul-d capítalize

on his/her experiences" (p. 5) . As Sadow and Suslick

(1,g6L) have suggested, rather than presenting a
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psychotic picture reflecting a true breakthrough of

primary, unconscj-ous impulses, the malingering of such

persons represents a well defined synthetic ego

function -

In view of Steadman's (1-979 ) f indings that no

fewer than B1? of his unfit-to-stand-trial referrals

had reported previous psychiatric hospitalizations, it

was considered essential- to assess their ability to

feign mental d.isorder and style of mal-ingered mental

il-Iness.

Related to this hypothesis was the suggestion that

those inmates that. have received treatment in a

psychiatric facility, al-beit for non-psychotic mental

illness (i.e., personality disorders) , would al-so be

more adept at malingering than prison inmates without

such experience. It was asserted that although they

have not personally experienced an enduring psychotic

episode, exposure to psychiatric patients exhibiting

such behawiours, and through the treatment process

itself, would enhance their ability to frusLrate

certain traditional methods of detecting malingered

mental illness.
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REVIEVü OF THE LITERATURE

Defining Malingered Mental Illness

It is important that matingering not be confused

with other psychiatric diagnoses, such as somatoform

disorders, d.íssociative disorders, or factitíous

disord.ers. ,Jonas and Pope (l-985) have noted that

psychíatric disorders characterized by symptoms that

are nOt "real'r due to an absenCe of "genuine" mediCal

or psychiatric illness are divided into three

categories by t.he Diagnostic and statistica] Manual

3rd Edition (DSM-III; APA, 1-980) - This was

subsequently expanded to four in the Diagnostic and

Statístical Manual - 3rd Editíon Revised (DSMIII-R;

ApA, ].g}l) . Jonas and Pope (1-985) suggest that. these

"dissimu]ating disordersrr may be viewed as falling

along a continuum, 'r f rom those in which the symptoms

are presumed to occur on an unconscious and involuntary

basis, to those in which the Symptoms are considered

entirety conscious and vofuntary" (p. 58)'

Before actually d.efining malingering ít may wel-I

be propitious to briefly describe these other

diagnostic categories .
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Somatoform Disorders

The requísite feature of this category of

disorders is a physical sympt.om(s) indicatiwe of a

physical disorder in the absence of any demonstrabl-e

organic etiology (APA, 1-987) . As with Factitious

Disorders, somatoform Disorder is differentially

diagnosed from mal-ingering because there are no

obvious, external incentives (SchreLl-en, l-9BB ) '

Further, somatoform Disord.ers are different.iated from

both Malingering and Factitious Disorders by the fact

that the person suffering from a somatoform Disorder

does not acknowledge any sense of control over the

symptoms (APA, 1-98?) . ThuS, somatof Orm disorders would

be placed on one end of the ,fonas and Pope (l-985)

spectrum where s)rmptoms are presumed to occur on an

unconscious and invol-untary basis with an underlying

conflict in which relief is obtained through

psychological or psychiatric interr¡ention (Mark, êt

âI., 1,987).

Dissociatiwe Disorders

Within this category of disorders, perhaps the
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most difficult discrimination a forensic practitioner

could be call-ed upon to make, is between Psychogenic

Amnesia and Mal-ingered Amnesia" Local-ized amnesia

(failure to recall al-l- events during a circumscribed

period of time) , or the l-ess common sel-ective amnesia

(failure to recal-l- some but not all events

circumscribing an event) (APA, L98'7), is claímed by a

significant number of murderers referred for pretria]

psychiatric examination (Mel-ton, PetriIa, Poythress, &

Slobogin , 1-98'7; Parwatikar, Holcomb & Menning€f , 1985) .

AmneSia, however, is not considered a defense, nor is

it likety to interfere with competency to proceed to

tríaf(Melton,êtâf-,:-gB7)-Theissueofmalíngered

amnesia is beyond the scope of this research and will

not be dealt with in any greater det'ail '

A diagnost.ical-Iy complex syndrome, recently

included wit.hín t.he cat.egory of Dissociative Disorders,

is that of the Ganser Syndrome. It was first described

in 1898 by Ganser (cited in Rieger & BiIIíngs, 19'78) ,

aS a unique cluster of Symptoms observed in a number of

prison inmates. These Symptoms includedi vo¿beigehen

or paralogia (giving approximate anshlers to questions

which, although bizarce, reflected an understanding of

the question), clouding of consciousness, somatic
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conwersíons, and hallucinations (Cocores, Santa &

patel_ , Lg84; Cosgray & Fawl-ey , L989) . Initial-Iy Ganser

considered the possibílity of malíngering, but after

reviewing the cases fel-t he was dealing with true

psychopathologY .

The differentiat diagnosis remains difficult, and

in fact DSMTII (APA, 1-9BO) had cl-assif ied Ganser

Syndrome as an associated feature of Factitious

Dísorder. Cocores, et al-" (L984) note that the

slrmptoms characterízing Ganser Syndrome r^/ere

inappropriately tinked to the concept of Factitious

Disord.er. The authors proposed that a reportedly high

correlation (r = .93) between approximate answers and

amnesia suggests that the symptoms of Ganser syndrome

are more tikely governed by a dissociatíve mechanism.

Indeed, Ganser syndrome is now listed in DSMIII-R (APA,

L9B7) under Díssociative Dísorder Not Otherwise

specif ied. Thus, it woul-d appear that the nature and

quality of the answers are what differentiates

malingering from Ganser Syndrome. In addition, beyond

the individual,s goal of assuming the I'paLient" role,

it is unclear how the individual's enwironmental

circumsLances woul-d precipitate the feigning of

physical or psychiatric symptoms, unl-ike the case of
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the mal-ingerer (APA, 1980) . It also seems likely that

in many cases Ganser's Syndrome is superimposed upon

more serious, underlying disorders (Epstein, L991) '

As with Somatof orm disorders, LTonas and Pope

(1985) would likely place Dissociative disorders near

the end of their proposed continuum consisting of

disorders wíCh neither conscíous nor voluntary control-

of symptoms.

Factiti-ous Disorders

The most widely studied of this category of

d.isorders is Munchausen's syndrome (e-g-, Asher, L95L;

Cramer, Gershberg, & Stern, 1-9'71) . It is characterízed

by physical or psychiat.ric s)rmptoms t'hat are

int.entionally produced or feigned (APA, l-987) . Another

associated feature is pseudoTogica fantastica, or

uncontrollable, pathologic lying (APA, 1987) -

The primary att.ribute that differentiates this

group of disorders from matingering is that in the

Iatter there is a clearly recognizable goal or external

incentive. As noted by Asher (1951-) , unl-ike the

malingerer, the most exceptional feature of this

syndrome (i.e., Munchausen's) ís the apparent
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sensefessness of it. For example, whereas a

malingering prisoner might feign a mental or physical

d.isorder to obtain a transfer to a more comfortable

setting, àfr inmate suffering from a Factitious disorder

would feign or exacerbate s)rmptoms even after such a

transfer. In this case, Jonas and Pope (1985) suggest

that production of Symptoms is under voluntary control,

but the compulsion to do so is presumed to be

involuntary. Hyler, V[í1]-íams and Spitzer (l-988)

recommend that this disorder shoul-d be díagnosed when

it is fairly certaÍn t.he individual- is intentionally

producing symptoms, but the Lrue goals are

understandable only when that individual's

psychopathology is clearly understood.

Malinqering

It has been suggested that malingering of mental

illness is tikely as ancient as mental illness itsel-f

(Resnick , 1-gB4) . Citing an example from classical

literature, sadow & sustick (l-961-) describe ulysses in

the Odyssey as the prototypic "draft dodger" (p. 453) ,

noting that Ulysses apparently feigned a mental il-lness

to his own adwantage.
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Once considered a mental- disease, a concept

receiving consíderable patronage from the

psychoanalytic tradition ( " - - -malingering is always a

sign of a disease often more severe than a neurotic

disorder" (Eissler, 1951-, p. 252)), there ís increasing

support for t.he bel-ief that malingering is not the

product of a mental disorder. Rather, it is thought to

be a condit.ion or response style (Cunnien, 1988) -

Wertham (L949) notes the psychoanalysts woul-d have us

believe " . . . if a man simul-ates insanity there must be

something mentally wrong with him in the first place"

(p.49), and then argues 'rAs if a sane man would not

grasp at any straw if his l-ife were endangered by the

electric chair" (p . 49). Malingering simply requires

a deceitful state of mind (Resnick, l-9BB) , not a

diseased mind. within the Jonas and Pope (1-985)

t.ypology malingered symptoms are presumed to be both

conscious in origin and under voluntary control-.

DSMIII-R (APA; 1-98'7 ) describes malingering as the

". . . intentiona] production of falsely or grossly

exaggerated physical- or psychological symptoms,

motivated by external incentives such as avoiding

military conscription or duty, avoiding work, obtaining

financial compensation, evad.ing criminal prosecution,
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obtaining drugs, of securing better living conditions"

(p. 360). Further, malingering should be suspected if:

presentation of mental íIlness is within a medicolegal

context; there exists a notable discrepancy between the

clients reported stress or disability and that

evidenced in objective findings; there is a lack of

cooperation during evaluation and treatment phases; and

in the presence of Antisocial Personality oisorder

(APA, 1987) .

Rogers (l-990a) refers to the DSMIII-R

cl_assification model of mal-ingering as rrpuritanical-"

(p. l-83). Although he agrees that malingering is the

intentional production of symptoms, with Some externaf

motíwation, he beliewes that the DSMIII-R

classification maintains an unduly rigorous moraf

position. He views t.his model- as providing an unwieldy

mixture of characterological- variables (antisocial

personality disorder), contextual- variables

(medicol-ega] evaluations), and interpersonaf variables

(uncooperativeness) . According to Rogers (l-9904) there

is one unifying t.heme, that of 'badness': "namely, a

bad person (sociopath) in a bad sítuation (forensic

assessment), who is a bad participant (Iack of

cooperation) 't (P. 183) .
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Rogers (in press) prefers to conceptuaLize

malingering as adaptat.ional. He argues that the

DSMIII-R places too much emphasis on background and

situational factors, ât the expense of ignoring

clinical presentation. This adaptational model- would

StresS the importance of clinical- presentation. Rogers

notes that due to the relatively rare incidence of

malingeríng (seldom exceeding 3z to 8? in adversarial-

cond.itions), greater emphasis should be placed on "how

an individual- presents (ctinical features and reported

S)rmptomatology) rather than when (adversarial versus

non-adversarial) " (p. 11) .

Although t.raditionally regarded as a categorical

variable, more recently malíngering has been viewed as

more continuous in nature (Rogers, L984) - Rogers

(r9BBa) proposed a heuristic model of malingeríng which

offers gradations of mal-ingering. He suggested three

Ievel-s:

1. IuIiLd. maTingering: There is unequivocal

evidence that the patient is attempting to

malinger, primarily through exaggeration- The

degree of distortion is minimal- and plays only a

minor role in differential diagnosis.

2. Moderate maTingering: The patient, either
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through exaggeration or fabrication, attempts to

present himsel_f or herself as considerably more

d.isturbed. than is the case. These distortions may

be limited to either a few critical symptoms

(e.g. , the fabricatíon of command hall-ucinations)

or represent an array of fesser distortions '

3. Severe maTingering: The patient is

extreme in his or her fabrication of symptoms to

the point t.hat the presentation is fantastic or

preposterous (p. 6).

A second useful- distinctíon was posited by Resnick

(1984) . He del-ineated between pure maTingering (the

feigning of a disease or disability when it does not

exíst at all-) anð. partíal maJ-ingering (tfie conscious

exaggeration of pre-existing symptoms) -

Finally, in defining malingering, it is also

important to note t.hat withín the literature severaf

terms appear to be used interchangeably. These

incl-ud.e: f aking bad (e - g. : Burkhart, Christ'ian &

Gynther, 1-978; Gendreau, Irvine & Knight, L973);

dissimul-ation (e. g. : Gallucci, a9B4; Gough, l-950 ) ; and

simulation (e.g.: Gough, L94'7; Resnick, 1'984) ' The

use of the terms simul-ation and dissimufation to
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describe the same phenomenon can be confusing if not

taken within the context of the entire SenLence. In

describing a matingered mental- íIIness, one coul-d

either be simul-ating a mental ill-ness or dissimulating

normalcy. Thus, for the sake of clarity, only the

terms malingering and faking bad will- be used

throughout the remainder of this discussion-

MaIíngering and Research Strategies

Schretl-en (1-9BB) prowídes a typology for

discussing the various types of research exploring

malingered mental illness. He separates this research

into three Ievels of sophistication: uncontrolled,

partially controlled, and fulty controll-ed.

Uncontrolled Studies

Schretlen (1988) refers to the first l-evel of

research as "uncontrol-1ed" (p . 452) . These studies are

usually case stud.ies, and report findings from one or

more subjects who were either suspected of malingering

or confessed to it.. These Studies do not incorporate

comparison groups and are often archival- in nalure-
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Rogers (f988c) also points out that these studies are

sewerely l-imited in that they typically lack any

independent criteríon for establishing malíngering-

Partially Controtled Studies

Schretlen's (1988) second leve1 of sophisticatj-on

is referred to as "partially controlfed" (p- 453).

This type of study is the one most commonly reported in

the l-iterature. Rogers (l-9BBc) notes that this

category of research can be evaluated in terms of

several core efements: instructions, incentives, Iewel

of participation, and debriefíng.

Instructions. Among partially controlled studies,

there is a heavy refiance on the use of insLructions to

create distinct experimental conditions (Rogers,

19BBc). That ís, subjects are instrucLed on how they

are to approach the task(s): fake good, fake bad, or

respond honestly. A majority of this research utilizes

students as subjects. There is, however, a trend

towards increased use of other sources of subj ects

(e.g., prison inmat.es, psychiatric patients). Although

criterion-refated validity continues to suffer due to a
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inc]usion of other

the generalizabilitY of

Incentiwes. Seldom have incentiwes, other than

credit in Psychology courses, been offered. Although

it is recognized that no experimental- incentive could

ever equal the possibl-e reward of successfully feigning

mentally il_l, nominal financial rewards may increase

compliance with instructions (Rogers, t9BBc)

Differential rewardíng or bonuses for sincere attempts

at. malingering may improwe a subject'S compliance with

instructions.

Level of part.icipation. In an effort to maintain

experimenter control, subjects are rarely given the

opportunity to prepare a strategy of deceptíon (Rogers,

l-988c) . Alt.hough enhancing experimental rigor, such a

pracLice tends to diminish the ecological validity of

the study. A person choosing to malinger in a

naLural-istic setting will be able to plan a strategy,

and often has the opportunity to model his strategy

based. on observatíons of others around him (i.e.,

referrafs for forensic assessment are usually quite
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easily attained, and once referred, assessments are

generally conducLed in a psychiatric inpatient

facility) .

Debriefinq. A major shortfall of research within

the category of partially controlled studies is the

absence of a d.ebriefÍng at the concfusion of data

collection. A debriefing serves two useful purposes:

(a) as a check of the subject's compJ-iance with

instructional set - did s/he fake mentally il] when

instructed to do so?, and (b) as a method of

investigating various straLegies of malingering

util-ized. by respondents (Rogers, 19BBc).

Full-v Controll-ed Studies

Within Schretfen's (1988) hierarchy, this is the

most powerful type of research, but also the most

difficul-t to conduct. Within this category, research

generally incorporates the use of three groups:

identified malingerers, genuinely psychiatrically

disordered., and a controf. As noted previously, a

maj or difficutty rests with the identification of a

malingerer. Not. only are clinicians typically reticent
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to describe a person as malingering, there really is no

definitive way of knowing who is fakíng and who isn't.

Further, malingered mental illness appears to occur

relatively infrequently, thereby reducíng the number of

potential subjects.

In sum, partially controlled studies, the most

commonly used of the research strategies, can be

improved upon. Rogers (l-9BBc) proposes that

improvements can be made along several dimensions.

First, researchers should be encouraged to utílize more

diwerse sample pools (e.g., prison inmates and

psychiatric patients) so that results may be more

generalizabl-e. In a similar weín, more studies should

have control- groups composed of psychiatric pat.ients.

Third., standardized measures, other than just the MMPI,

shoul-d have decision rul-es developed which address the

issue of malingering. Rogers afso recommends that data

be col-l-ect.ed pertaining to subj ect compliance with

instructions as a part of any research utilizi'ng a

simulation d.esign. He al-so suggests t.hat inst.ructional

sets be more specific and contextually refevant. To

enhance subject compliance in simul-ation designs, a

bonus should be offered for reafist.íc attempts at

f eigning mental il-l-ness. Fina11y, future research
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should assess malingering across time interval-s and

situations.

Importance of Detection in the Forensic Setting

It has been noLed that where psychological

dísorder is an issue, malingering is explicitly or

implicitly of concern in vj-rtually all cases (Ziskin,

l-9 84 ) . Lorei ' s (:-97 O ) extensiwe surwey of hospital

staff in warious Veterans' Administration hospitals

indicated that detection of maIíngering was considered

the second most important cl-inical- issue, next to the

determination of dangerousness, in assessing the

patíent's level of adjustment and readiness for

discharge.

Atthough in convent.ional cl-inical settings t.here

may be less doubt regarding sincerity of client symptom

presentation, "\a/here the evaluation is being done in

connection with Iitigation, the truthful-ness of the

ind.ividuaf must always be suspect" (Ziskín, 1-984, p.

40) . He adwises that the traditional principle of

assuming it is safer to diagnose and treat in error

than to fail- to diagnose and treat in error, loses

applicability in the forensic setting. Thus, Type II
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errors (failure to reject the hypothesis that the

client is mentally i11, when in fact s/he is not)

appears more acceptable within standard clinical

practice. However, within forensic settings one of the

focal- questions should be genuineness of mental-

instability (i.e., Type II errors are l-ess tol-erable) .

Annis, McClaren & Gustafson (Unpublíshed

manuscript) regard the discrimination between genuine

mental- disability and feigned mental- il-lness as one of

the rr . . . most perplexing but critical- challenges facing

forensíc mental- health professionals" (p. 1-) - Not. only

is the appearance of cl-inical- symptomatology where

there is an advantage to the client nowhere more

prewalent than withín correctíonal- and forensic

settings (Tuma, unpublished manuscript; Wal-ters, White

& Greene, 19BB), but sociopathic personafities and

substance abusers have been found to be more likely to

malinger than people with oLher psychiatric diagnoses

(Sierles , 1-984) . Antisocial personal-ity traits and

substance abuse problems are characteristics not

uncorffnon to the general forensic setting.

As not.ed previously, the cost involved in

conducting forensic mental- heal-th evaluations is

significant. with more than one million forensic
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mentaf heal-th screenings, classifications, and

ewal-ualions conducted annually in the United St.ates

(Rappaport, et âf., 1983), the determination of

malingered mental ill-ness becomes a critical- area of

concern for the forensic mental health professional

(Bash t Alpert, 1980; Parwatikar, Holcomb & Menningêr,

l-985,' Roman, e t â1. , 1990) . Further, this trend is

likely to increase as the impact of the de-

institutional-ization movement swel-ls. Homel-essness, âr

outcropping of de-institutionalízation, has likely

resul-ted in more and more indiwiduals seeking the

rel-ative stabil-ity and comfort. of the psychiat.ric

hospital, âs opposed to the marginal- living conditions

in the community (Resnick, 19BB).

To d.ate, the actual incidence of malingered ment.al-

il-lness has not been thoroughly investigated. There

is, howewer, ewidence in the l-iterature that this issue

has received some attention, albeit scant. For

example, Rogers (l-9BBa) reported a 4.5t incidence of

definite malingering and a 202 occurrence of moderate

deception in his sample of defendants evaluated for

insanity but judged sane (these numbers do not refl-ect

the number of ínsanity acquitees that. successfully

malingered a mental- illness and were acquitted).
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cornel-l & Hawk (1988), related that Bz of their sample

of 31,4 criminal defendants referred for evaluation of

fitness to stand trial and,/or criminat responsÍbílity

were diagnosed as malíngering. With respect to

competency to stand trial- j-ssues, Steadman (L979)

estimated the number of maling-erers in his sample to be

between 5 and. 15 percent of the total-. Roesch and

Golding (1980) suspect that the overafl low rate of

actual- unfit to stand trial- findings in their 1976

sampJ-e (72 of alt those referred were actually found

unfit to stand trial), is related to competency

referral_s with hidden agenda. Although these authors

do not suggest malíngering as a possible reason for the

relatively high rate of fal-se positives, failed

attempts at mal-ingering may provide a plausible

explanaLion for a proportion of this owerall- low rate

of actual unf it to st.and trial f indings.

Methods of Detecting Malingering

Despite the importance of detecting malíngering

within the forensic setting, dewelopment of methods to

assist in its detection appears to be relatiwely

recent. In all- likelihood this is related to the
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significantly improwed conditions for the mentally

disordered offender. Although sanity issues in the

judicíal forum date back at l-east to the eighteenth

century (e.g., BlacksLone, L783; Hale, L736) , feigned

mental il_fness during these períods probably was more

reflective of a Factitious or Dissociative Disorder.

Expanding on Wertham's (L949 ) obserwation ( "As if a

sane man would not grasp at any straw if his l-ife were

endangered by the el-ectric chair" ) , it is highly

unlikely that a sane man would endure the medieval

method of detecting malingering. For example, in cases

where fitness to stand Lrial was questioned due to

muleness, it was incumbent upon the courL to det.ermine

wheLher the d.efendant was rrmuLe by wisítation of God, "

or "mute of mal-ice" (Winick, 1983) . To do this, the

def end.ant was subj ected Lo peine f orte et dure, a f orm

of torture in which increasingly heavier weight.s r^Iere

placed upon the d.efendant's chest in an effort to make

him proffer a plea. Of course if he died before doing

so, the muteness was likely due to a "wisitation by

God" and not due to "maficerr.

Cont.empora-ry methods of detecting malingered

menLal illness tend to be l-ess severe. Rogers &

Cavanaugh (1983) suggest t.hree broad categories of
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research j_nto the detection of deception in general.

These incl-ude : psychophysiological measures

(specializeð, methods), case studies and psychometric

approaches. of these, research into t.he detect.ion of

malingered menLal íIlness is restricted primaríly t.o

case studies and psychometric approaches -

Case Studies

Behawioral- Obserwation

Despite being one of the l_east researched methods

of detecting malingered mental illness, behavioral

observation remaíns one of the most accepted meLhods of

assessing malingered mental- il-lness . Resnick (19 84 )

notes: "If a thorough evaluation, includíng

psychological testing, leaves the examiner in doubt

about malingering, a period of hospítal observation

should be ordered. Feigned psychotic s)rmptoms are

difficult to maintain 24 hours a day" (p- 30) .

Based on his reviews of the literature, Resnick

(LgB4, 19BB) describes a series of cl-ues for the

detection of malingered mental illness - Of these

sixteen indicators, nine are strictly related to the
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the client, and include:

maintain the mistaken bel-ief

behave, the more psychotic

schizophrenics, malingerers

their various s)rmptoms,

cal-l attention to their

3 ) The f orm of schizophrenic t.hinking is more

difficutt to imitate than the contenL. A

schizophrenic's tangential thought process is not

easily mastered, and malingerers, when asked to repeaL

an idea, may do so quite exactly. Further, it has been

noted that suspected malingerers are more apt to spend

some time considering their responses, whereas the

truly mentally ill are more spontaneous.

4) Observed behaviours of the mal-ingerer are

unlikely to conform to t.he alleged delusions. For

example, a malingerer's reported persecutory ideation

is sel-dom accompanied by constant checking over the

shoulder, whispering , or exaggerated eye movements.

5) Malingerers t.end to repeat questions, or

respond more slowly, in an effort to make up an ansr^rer.

6) Malingerers rarely demonstrate perseveration.
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l) A malíngerer may describe audítory

hall-ucinatíons in a stilted manner.

8) The more subtle signs of true schízophrenia,

such as dístractibility, thought blocking, blunted

affect, or impaired relatedness, are unfikely to be

presented by the mal-ingerer"

9) When caught in a contradiction, a malingerer

may either sulk, or laugh in embarrassment.

Cornell and Hawk (l-9BB), in one of the few

publíshed empirical st.udies, distinguished a l-ist of 1-4

cl-inical presentation variables which they found could

successfully discríminate between a group of identified

malingerers and a group of psychotics in a forensic

set.ting. The malingerers were more likety than the

true psychoLics to: exaggerate behaviour, endorse bogus

s)rmptoms, endorse symptoms which do not usually occur

together, admit. to suicidal ideation, and claim to

suf f er f rom visual- hall-ucinations. fn addition, the

group of identified psychotics more often exhibited

symptoms of disturbed affect, poor hygiene, neologistic

speech, incoherent speech, concrete thinking,

difficul-ties in concentrat.ion, verbosity, ideas of

reference, and delusions of grandeur, than were the
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group of malingerers.

Despite a general acceptance of these behaviours

as indicative of possibl-e malingering, to date a

standardized. behaviour checkl-ist has not been deweloped

to assess mal-ingered. mental- iIl-ness within an inpatient

setting. Future research shoul-d incorporate these

variabl_es in the development and standardization of a

behavioral checklist which coul-d be utilized over an

extended period of observation.

Rogers (1988a) recommends a mul-tifaceted approach

to the assessment of malingered mental illness - He

would suggest that although behavioral- observation

woul_d be an important aspect of the assessment process/

a clinical interview (which could be considered a

condensed behavioral observation), and psychometric

testing are important adjuncts.

Cl-inical- Int.erwiew

Rogers (19BBb) notes that despite their forming

the central- core of diagnost.ic and assessment methods,

clinical- interviews have only peripherally addressed

the issue of malingered mental- íl-l-ness. He points out

that t.raditional, unstructured int.erviews are typicalty
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haphazard, and too often rety on poorly validated

indices in the assessment of malingering- Ziskin

(1984) and Rogers (L984) argue that there is a serious

lack of empirical- research examíning the mental health

professional's abítity to ewal-uate feigned mentaf

ill-ness. Indeed, Rosenhan's (1-973 ) f requently cíted

study raises the concern of the mental health

prof essionaf 's apparent inability (or rel-uctance) to

successfulty detect malingered mental il-lness -

There are basically two t.ypes of interviews

employed in clinical- practice, unstructured (e-9.,

mentaf status examination) and structured (e.9.,

Schedul-e of Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia

(SADS), SLructured Clinical Interview for DSMIIf-R

(SCID) ) . Oglof f (1-990) points out t.hat giwen the

id.iosyncratic styles of individual clinicians, the

efficacy of ut.il-izíng unstructured interviews for the

purpose of detect.ing malingering is doubt.ful -

Unfortunately, to date there are no published

structured interwiews designed for the sole purpose of

detecting malingered mental il-l-ness.

A thorough review of Lhe l-iterature uncovered only

two studies that. have incorporated a structured

interview into the assessment of malingering. .fohnson,
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Klinger, and. wilIíams (L977) utilized the current and

past psychopathological scal-es (CAPPS) in an effort to

provide external validation for various IWI4PI indices of

malingering. Wit.hin the CAPPS, hov/ever, there are no

interview questions specificatly addressing t.he issue

of mal-ingering. within the context of this research,

the interviewer, based on interview impressions' rated

subjects as: grossl-y unref iable, trying Lo appear as

good as possible, or trying to appear as bad as

possible. Thus, the assessment of mal-ingering was a

subjective , clinical- decision.

Rogers (l-g88b), has suggested that the Schedule of

Affective Disorders and schizophrenia (SADS), Part 7-,

may be used t.o formulate a dJ-agnosís of malingering-

He notes that. the SADS requires the respondent to

prowíde detail-ed self-reports regarding onseL of

s)rmptoms, disLinguishing and prominent symptoms, and

duration and. severity of s)rmptoms rel-ated to the

currenL or most recent epísode of ment'al illness -

Rogers suggests that the feigning of mental- il-l-ness

under such stringent circumstances requires

consid.erabl-e sophistication on the part of a malingerer

to avoid confusing the emergence of symptoms across

specific time periods. Further, the respondent needs
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to consistently differentiate potentially irrelevant

and contradict.ory symptoms from those symptoms that are

more plausible.

Rogers (19BBb) reports that by utilizing five

ctinical indicators from Lhe SADS: rare s)rmptoms,

contradictory symptoms, symptom combinations, symptom

severity, and over-endorsement of symptoms, malingering

coufd be successfutly discriminated from true

psychosis. Based on his results, he suggest the

foll-owing t.hreshold criteria: (a) rare symptoms >2,

(b) contradictory symptoms >L, (c) unusuaf s)rmptom

combinations >1-, (d) symptom severity scored >5 for >B

symptoms, and (e) =30 symptoms scored in the clinical

range.

Based in part on these empirical findings, Rogers

(1986b) has begun deveÌopment of a structured interwiew

solely for the purpose of assessing malingered mentaf

illness.

Structured Interwiew of Reported S)¡mptoms

Rogers, Gi11is,

t.hat a wide variety

which are purported

Dickens and Bagby (l-991-) suggest

of strategies have been introduced

to detect malingered ment.al
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ill-ness. They states, however, that 'r. ' .many of these

methods are supported by clinical fol-kl-ore and very

tittte empirical research" (p. B9) - The Structured

Interview of Reported Symptoms (SIRS; Rogers, 1986b) is

being deweloped in an effort to empirícally evaluate

seweral of these strategíes "

Originally developed as an experimental measure,

SIRS construction began with identification of fourteen

Strategies considered appropriate for the assessment of

malingering. These strategies were identified by way

of l-iterature review, and through application of

cl_inical_ experience and logic. Eight of the strategies

r^rere empirically d.erived, with the remaining six

intuitively deríved. Operationally defining t'hese

strat.egies was considered crítical- to SIRS development.

These st.rategies and definitions are presented in Table

1-, and come from Rogers, Gillis, Bagby, & MonLeiro

(L99L) and Rogers (1-9Bgb) .

These waríous strategies resul-Led in the

generation of an item pool of 330 inquiries. After

several- rewísions, 160 items of the original item pool

were considered representative of the fourteen cl-inical-

strategies. These items were then equally diwided,

accord.ing to strategy, to create two parallel forms (A
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and B) . The two forms hlere reviewed, independently, by

eight forensic experts with an average 9.6 years of

f orensic experience. The experts r^/ere provided with a

description of the clinical- strategies and asked to

sort the items according to strategy. For an item to

be retained, ât l-east fj-we of the experts had to agree

with Rogers' original classification. As a result of

this analysis, the Self Management of Problems (SM)

strategy was dropped due to a l-ack of concordance

amongst the experts (Rogers, et âf ., 1991-) . In

addition, the experts not.ed that many of the items were

too transparenL, and neither a truly mentally ill

person nor a malingerer would be likely to endorse t.he

item. Consequently, âr effort. to balance the blatancy

of the items with the l-iketihood of alternative

explanations was made, and nearly one-third of the

items were redesigned (Rogers, 19BBb). Refinement. of

the scales resul-ted in the parallel forms being

collapsed into a single, 160 item, measure (Rogers, et

â1. , 1991-) .



TabLe 1. Strateqies Utílized ín Developinq the SIRS

STR.A'TEGY

Direct Appraisal of Honesty (DA)

Defensive Syntptoms (DS)

Self lvfmagement of Syniptoms (Sþ

Rflre Symptons (RS)

Lnprobable or Absurd Symptoms (tA)

Asks patients âbout honesty and completeness of their self

repofs, and rvillingness to disclose.

DEFTNITION

Symptoms represcnting a variety of everyday problems

Asks subjects if they have been able to alleviate lheir

psychological problems. Even the most severely impaired

patient generally has some control over synrptoms.

symptom Combination (SC)

Employs bona fide symptoms infrequently obsen'ed in

psychiatric patients.

Symptoms rvhich have a fa¡tastic or preposterous quality.

Differs from RS because [A symptoms are unlikely to be

true.

Asks about bona fide symptoms rvhich rarely occur

sìmultaneously. Differs from RS in that symptoms are not

rare, but thei¡ occurrence together is infrequent.

"Do you hold back telling pæple cverylhing...keep some things to

yourselfl"

EXAIIÍPLE QUESTION

"Have you leamed to mânage my of your psychological problems?"

"Do you find it difficult to sîy 'no' to a friend?"

"Are your thoughts sometimes broadcasted so tlìât large numbers of

people knorv what you are thinking?"

"Does the fumiture rvhe¡e you live seem to chmge its shape and

colour from day to daY?"

"Do you have severe headaches at the sme tinle you have abnormal

sexual thoughls?"
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STR.A.TEGY

Overly Spccified Symptoms (OS)

Symptorn Onsct :ìnd Rcsolution (SO)

Blat.lnt Symptoms (BL)

Bona fide, commonly occurring symptoms, distinguished only

by lheir degree of over-specificity.

Subtle Symptoms (StD

Severity of Symptoms (SEV)

DEFINITTON

Characterized by sudden onset and/or fesolution atypical of

most mental disorders.

Selectivity of Symptoms (SEL)

Based on lvllvlPl research rvhich consistently reports

overendorsenìent of symptonrs rvhich untraincd individuals

would identiff as indicative of major mental illness.

lnconsistency of Symptoms (INC)

Reported vs. Observed Symptoms (RO)

Symptoms which untrained individuals rvould see as everyday

problems and not indicative of mental illness.

Based on observations that malingerers often endorse items

with extreme or unbearable severity.

Malingerers are oflen nonselective or indiscriminate in

endorsement of psychiatric problems.

EI(AMPIJE QUESTION

"Do you have exactly nvo nighl¡n¡ìres every evening?"

Malingerers often forget rvhich items they have endorsed, md

are inconsistent in responding.

"Do most of your problems suddenly âppear rvithout any rvaming?"

Asks fespondents nbout obsen,able behaviour rvhich is

compared to clinical observation.

"Do you have any major problems rvilh lhoughts about suicide?"

"Do you have my major difficulties rvith feeling of self doubt?"

Subjects are asked which, of a subset of 32 itenrs, are unbearable.

An overall measurenent of symptom endorsement on a subset of 32

items.

A subset of 32 inquiries are repeâted over the course ol'lhe

inten'ierv.

"Do you always geslure or move your hands rvhen you are t¡lking?"
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To date, six studies hawe explored the reliability

and val-ídity of the SIRS. The first two (Rogers,

1988b) , used two smal-l- samples of patients residing in

a forensic assessment unit. In the fírst of these, 35

inpatients in a counterbalanced design were asked to

respond to the SIRS interview under two instructional-

sets (accurate and feign mental il-l-ness) . Internaf

consistency of the SIRS scal-es was evaluated by

determining alpha coeffícíents. Based on these

results, scoring strategies were refined.

Internal consistency was re-eval-uated by combining

data from three subsequent studies. Rogiers, GiIlis,

Dickens & Bagby (1991-, Study 1) , util-ized subjects

obtained from the community (N=81) and an outpatíent

psychiatric treatment program (N=34). Subjects from

these t.wo groups were randomly assigned to one of Lwo

conditions: respond accurately, or feign mental

il-lness. In a second study (Rogers, Gillis, Dickens &

Bagby , 1-991-, Study 2 ) , tvlo samples were obtained f rom

an inpatient. forensic assessment unit. The first

sample (N=25) was selected from a group of 700

admissions to t.he unit . These twenty- f ive had been

identified as malingering by psychological and

psychiatric staff. The second sample consísted of
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twenty-six consecutive admissions to the forensic

assessment unit. that r,vere not suspected of malingering

and exhibiting s)rmptoms of a DSMTII-R Axis I diagnosis.

Both samples were ínstructed to present in an open and

sel-f -discl-osing manner. The third study from which

data were utilized in t.he re-evaluation of internal

consistency incorporated SIRS scores obtaíned from

f ifty one prison inmates (Rogers, Gill-is, & Bagby,

1990). Subjects were randomly assigned to an honest

(N=26) or a feign mentally í11 (N:25) condition.

In this re-evafuation of int.ernal consisteflcy,

both item-to-scale correlations and alpha coefficients

were cal-culated. It.ems with item-to-scal-e correl-at.ions

of less than .20 were removed. This resul-ted in

dropping three items, one from each of the DA, RO and

SO scal-es. Subsequent alpha coefficient calculations

for each scal-e indicated a moderate to high degree of

internal consistency wit.h alphas ranging from .66 to

.92.

Interrater reliabilities (IRR) were assessed in

two studies. In the first (Rogers, l-988b) , forensic

inpat.ient.s (N=24), instruct'ed t.o respond openly and

honest.ly, were rated independently by two raters. IRR

coefficients for the SIRS ranged from .48 to .99 (X r =
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.83) over scales. fn an effort to ímprove interrater

reliabilities, a general set of instructions was

d.eweloped for more uniform scoring. Rogers, Gil-l-ís,

Dickens, & Bagby (L99!, Study 2) had two raters jointly

rate a sample of 27 forensíc inpatients consísting of

both suspected mal-ingerers and patíents assessed as

non-mal-ingering, mentally il1. Interrater

retiabil-íties improved to .89 to l-.00 over scafes, with

a mean correlation of .96.

Of the six avail-able studies, five addressed the

issue of crj-terion-refated validity. Three of the five

(Rogers, et â1., L99L, Study 1-; Rogers, Gillis & Bagby,

tggO; and Rogers, Gil-l-is, Bagby & MonLeiro, 1991-) ,

employed a simul-ation design, while the remaining t.wo

(Rogers, 1-9BBb; Rogers, Gill-is, Dickens & Bagby, :..997-,

Study 2) compared identified mal-ingerers to non-

malingering forensíc inpatients. All of the studies

report.ed an ability to discriminate between malingerers

(both identified and instructed) from honest responders

(both inpatient.s and non-psychiatric subjects) .

Examination of these studies índicated that a subset of

SIRS scales (Selectivity of Symptoms (SEL); Blatant

Symptoms (BLAT) ; Severity of Sympt.oms (SEV) ; Rare

Symptoms (RS); Improbabl-e or Absurd Symptoms (IA) ; and
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S)rmptom Combinations (SC) ) demonstrated a consistent

(at least four of five studies) capabilít.y to

discrimínate between groups. Of the remaini-ng scales:

Reported vs. Obserwed Symptoms (RO) and Subtle Symptoms

(SU) were found to díscriminate between groups in three

of five studies, Inconsistency of Symptoms (INC) in two

studies, and Dírect Appraisal- of Honesty (DA) in one

study.

Rogers, êt aI. (unpublished manuscript.) found that

coaching of subjects (undergraduate sLudents) on how to

f eign mental- il-lness resul-ted in modif ied STRS scores -

Discriminant anal-ysis however demonstrated a high level

of sensitivity in identifying coached and uncoached

simul-ators when compared to forensic inpatients.

Comparisons of scale correlations from the coached and

uncoached. conditi-ons with the discriminant functions

revealed an ínteresting aberration. The authors found

that BL and SEL may play a more import.ant rol-e in the

detection of malingeríng when t.he simulator has had

prior coaching.

Finally, one study (Rogers, Gi11is, Dickens &

Bagby, !99L, Study 1) addressed the issue of concurrent

validity. They compared a group of forensic inpatients

with a group of ident.ífíed malingerers on the SIRS,
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MMPI indices of malingering, and M Test (Beaber, et â1,

1985) scal-es. Results indicated that 78.22 of the SrRS

scal-es correlated, in the predicted direcLion, with the

MMPI fake bad indicators at a .60 l-evel, or greaLer.

Mean correl-ations between SIRS scales and the

malingering scafe (M) of the M Test was .72, .67 for

the confusion scale (C), and .65 for the Schizophrenia

scale (S ) .

In view of its high degree of interrater

rel-iabil-íty and systemat.ic format. wit.h standard

questions, Rogers (19BBb) has recommended the cautious

application of the SIRS in assessing malingering. He

al-so recoinmended threshold criteria for severaf of the

scal-es when making this type of assessment. The

proposed threshold criteria are: Selectiwity of

Symptoms

S)rmptoms > 2, Rare Symptoms > 3, Improbable/Absurd

Symptoms > 3, and Symptom Combinat.ions

Based on t.his research it appears that the SIRS is

a reliabl-e and valid instrument for the detection of

malingering. Rogers, GilIis, Dickens & Bagby (l-991)

suggest howewer that " . . . the SIRS may be used to

supplement, but not supplant, t.he I!ß{PI in the

determinaLion of malingering" (p. 95). They strongly
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reconìmended that any suspicion of malingered mental

iltness be approached through the use of a

standardized, multi -method approach.

Psvchometric Approaches

Although psychologícal testing is often

reconÌmended to aid in t.he detection of malingering

(e.g., Melton, €t âf., L987), there are only two

instruments designed specifically for that purpose

reported in t.he l-iterature. The SIRS (Rogers, L986b),

discussed in the previous section, is currently in íts

developmental- stages. The M Test (Beaber, et âf.,

l-985), to be discussed in a subsequent section, suffers

from a lack of validational- research.

Rogers (L984) noted that many psychological tests

were designed with Lhe assumptíon that respondents

woul-d not attempt to distorL t.heir ansrt/ers, theref ore

no effort was expended on developing indices examining

response style. It was soon realized however that some

people would in fact alter their responses in an

attempt to appear better, or worse, than they act.ually

were. I¡Ihen considering psychological- test data, six

distinct response styles can be identified (Rogers,
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1988a) :

1) Malingering: A conscious fabrication or gross

exaggeration of psychological s)rmptoms.

2) Def ensiveness: A conscious denj-al or gross

minimization of psychological s)rmptoms.

3 ) f rrel-ewant responding: The indiwidual- does

not become engaged in the ewaluation process,

subsequently responses are not necessarily relewant to

the content of the inquiry.

4) Random responding: A subset of irrelewanL

respond.ingi where a random paLLern can be identifíed.

5) Honest responding: A response style

reflecting a cl-ienl's sincere at.tempt to answer

questions honestly.

6) Hybríd responding: Any combination of the

above.

There is little question that al-l- psychological

measures are vulnerabl-e to distorted responding in one

fashion or another (Rogers, t9BBc). Efforts have been

made to establ-ish indices for detecting various

response styl-es for both projecLive and objective

personality measures. The following sections briefly

focus on efforts made to examine the íssue of a
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malingering response style.

Projective Techniques

Rorschach Technique. Easily the most researched

of t.he projective t.echniques, few studies have focused

on the íssues of fakability of the Rorschach, oy its

ability to deLect such deception" Many Rorschach

users, past and presenL, assert.(ed) that because the

stimul-i tapped unconscious therefore inaccessible

personality wariables, iL was inrrulnerable to distorted

response styles (Stermac, 19BB) . Consequently, for

them, malingering on the Rorschach was a non-issue.

Research exploring the notion of fakability has

been contradictory and inconclusive. Much of t.he

research has al-so been plagued by a l-ack of

experimenLer control-. V'Ihat Lhe lit.erature has

demonstrated quite consistently is that malingerers

tend to exhibit. an identif iabte test-t.aking behaviour.

Benton (L945) was amongst the first to note t.hat

subjects suspected of malingeríng physical- ail-ment.s

prowided fewer responses than expected, had a sl-ower

reaction time, had more failures, occasionally fail-ed

to provide even the most common popular responses/ and
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exhíbited a "general attitude of perplexity and pained

compliance" (p. 94), when compared to test-taking

behaviour of non-mal-ingerers.

Schretlen (l-988) and Perry and Kinder (1990) hawe

prowided. comprehensiwe rewiews of the limited

Iíterature examining fakability of the Rorschach and

indices of malingering. In addition to those indíces

suggested by Benton, research indícates that vague or

poor form responses, dramatic contents (e.9., blood,

fire, explosions), and inconsistencies (fail-ure to give

conìmon popular responses while providing more difficulL

ones) shoutd alert t.he clinician Lo possible

malingering.

Ot.her pro-iect.ive techníques. Research examíning

the fakabil-ity of other projective techniques (e.9.,

TAT, HoILzman Inkblot. Technique, H-T-P) and/or their

abilíty to detect malingering is almost non-existent-

Stermac (1988) described four studies utilizing the

TAT. Although these studies apparently did not address

the issue of malingering, t.hey did find Lhat subjects

could consciously control TAT responses.
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Obj ective Personality Measures

The majority of research examining malingering,

and the utility of psychological measures in íts

detection, has focused on objectiwe personality

measures. Ogloff (1-990) suggested that psychometric

rigor associated with objective measures, and the

rel-ative ease (when compared Lo l-ess structured

techniques) with which their efficacy for detecting

malingering may be evaluated, hawe contributed to this
preponderance of research. fn addition, there seems to

have been a more ready acceptance of the not ion t.hat

peopte could, and woul-d, consciously alter their

response styles when completing object.íve personality

measures.

Of the objective measures, mosL of the research

has utilized personality measures as opposed to

neuropsychological and intell-ectual measures. Further,

of the personafity measures, the MMPI has dominated the

Iiterature f ocusing on malingered mental- illness.

Schretlen (1989) pointed out that., in general, a

broader rang'e of mal-ingered pat.hology (e.9.,

psychosomatic disorders, neuroses, psychoses, organic

conditions, and faking good) has been explored using
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objectiwe personality measures t.han any other measures.

Since the MMPI has receiwed by far the most empirical

attention regarding its efficacy in identifying

malingered mental- illness (Beaber, €t âf., 1985;

oglof f , L990 ¡ Rogers , 1-984) , it wil-l- be discussed in a

separate section.

Greene (1988b) noted that most objectiwe

personality inwentories províde some means of

investigating feigned mental- illness. Actual empirical

research concerning validity of these methods is

extremefy limit.ed (and in some cases non-existent) .

As previously noted, the only sel-f -report measure

designed specifically for the detection of malingered

mental- illness ís the M Test (Beaber, et âf ., 1985) .

This test uses t.hree t.ypes of items: confusion iLems,

true indicators of schizophrenia, and false indicators

of schizophrenj-a. Items in the 1atter group were

structured to incl-ude non-existent entities (e.9.,

"...God has appoint.ed me to teach the ZoLan beliefs"),

atypical hallucinations (e.9., "...I am bothered by a

wision of a gray man walking towards me" ) , extreme

severity in symptoms, not t.ypical of an actual illness
(e.9. , "...I will spend hours in a cl-osed closet by

myseÌf"), and at.ypical- delusions (e.g., "I'we been
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bothered by the thought that I am an unknown rel-ative

of ,Jesus"). Preliminary results described by Beaber,

et al. (1985) suggested that the M Test coul-d

discriminate between genuinely ill patients and

subjects instructed to feígn mentaf il-l-ness. In a

study by Gí1lis, Rogers and Bagby (1991), howewer, it

was concluded that the M Test as scored, did not

constitute an appropriate screening measure of

malingered mentaf illness. In an unpublished study,

Connell, Meyer and Barnes (1-992), found that although

the M Test could discriminate between a criterion group

(prison inmates with an A;<is I diagnosís) and a group

of inmates instrucLed to malinger, iL provided no

additional- discriminatory power over that of the

Structured Interview of Reported Sympt.oms al-one. A

subsequent study by Rogers, Bagby and Gil-l-is (L992)

did, however, find that through the use of Rule-in and

Rule-out scafes they had deweloped, approximately B0?

of potentially mal-ingerers were actually screened out.

The scarcity of published studies and conflicting

results suggest. that use of the M Test currently be

restricted to research endeavours, or at the wery best

a screening procedure.

The MCMI (Mil-1on, 1983) has incorporated a weight
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factor in its design to correct for suspected

malingering. If malingering ís surmised (i.e., total

rav/ scores abowe 165), a weight factor is cal-culated

based on the degree of rr.. .negative deviation from the

mid-range of the composite raw score tot.al of t.he eight.

basic personality scales" (p. a4). The weight factors

l-ower Base Rate scores on the personality pathology (S,

C, P) and clinical syndrome (A through PP) scales to

reflect t.he respondent's tendency to exaggerate

symptomatology.

Illinder, O'DeIl, and Karson (L975 ) hawe addressed

the issue of mal-ingering on the L6 PF by developing t.he

"Faking-Bad scafe. rr This scafe consists of 1-5 items

which were endorsed by subjects instructed to giwe as

bad an impression as possible (Greene, l-9Bgb) .

Both the weight factors (and cutoff of 165) on the MCMI

and the Faking-Bad scal-e on the L6 PF are subject to

the previous criCicism - lack of validational research.

MMPI Research and Mal-inqerinq

Since its incept.ion, Meehl and Hathaway (1943)

were convinced of the need for the MMPf to assess plus-

getting (faking bad) and defensiveness (faking good)
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(Greene, l-9BBb) . Development of MMPI indices to

eval-uate malingering plays a prominent role in the

literature on feigning of mental ill-ness. A summary of

this literature is presented in Tabl-e 2. As can be

seen, research has focused primarily on the development

and val-idation of four indices of malingering: F scal-e

raw score (F); F scafe raw score minus K scale raw

score (F-K); Subtle-Obvious scafes (S-O), and the

Dissimulation scale (revised) (Ds or Ds-r) . In

addition, recenL investigat.ions have ident.ified

critical item endorsement as an adjunctive scale.

Before descríbing these indices ít is important to

note the difference between malingering and random

responding. Recalling Rogers (r9BBa) description of

six distinct response styles, irrelevant and random

responding should not be confused with malingering. In

a simil-ar vein, Nichols, Greene, and Schml-ock (1989)

distinguished between content non-responsj-vity

(respondent is unable to underst.and or read items, ot

responds randomly) and contenL responsíve faking

(faking good or faking bad) . Gal-lucci (1985) has

demonstrated that respondents with motivation t.o

malinger do not respond in a random fashion t.o the IVtt4PI

inquiries. Rogers (1983) recommended that specific
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indices of randomness be examined before an

interpretation of malingering is posited.

Two scafes were specifically developed to address

t.he issue of random or inconsj-stent responding. The TR

index (Buechly & Bul-I , L952) consísts of the L6

repeated items found within the first 399 items on the

MMPI. The authors suggested that a respondent scoring

three or more (i.e., Lhree or more it.em pairs are

responded t.o differently) on the TR index shoul-d be

suspected of responding in a random or ínconsísLent

manner.

Subsequent research indicated that a more

conservatiwe TR score cutoff shoul-d be considered.

Greene (1979) recommended a cutoff score of TR>=4 as

optimal. Rogers, Dolmetsch, and Cavanaugh (1983)

suggested t.hat TR>4 and F scale T score >80 provided

t.he best discriminatory por¡/er.

A second scafe developed to assess random or

inconsist.ent responding r^¡as the Carelessness scal-e

(Greene, L978) . This scafe is comprised of Lwelwe

empirically derived items which were judged to be

psychologically similar in content (Nichols, Greene, &

Schmolck, 1989). These items were considered more

subtle in purpose than the repeated items of the TR
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index. Results suggested that the two measures (TR

index and Carefessness scale) measured related, but not

identical test-takíng behawiours (Greene, L978) .

Nichols, Greene, and Schmol-ck (1989) recommended

combining results of the TR index and Carelessness

scale when assessing inconsistency in responding.

Their result.s indicated that a combined TR index and

Carelessness score in excess of 9 could successfully

díscriminate between consistent and inconsistent

responders.

Once irrelevant and/or random responding has been

ruled out, the MMPI indices of malingering (F, F-K, S-

O, Ds-r, and critical- item endorsement) can t.hen be

examined.

F Scal-e

The F scafe, consist.ing of 64 items, was

originally designed to delect unusuaf or atypical

responding (Dahlstrom, Wa]sh & Dahlstrom, 1-972) . Also

referred to as L.he confusion or frequency (infrequency)

scafe, its items are extremely diwerse in content,

ranging from bizarre sensations, t.houghts or

experiences, to unusua1 att.j-tudes towards law, religion
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or authority.
These items \,vere sel-ected because the maj ority of

t.he origínaI normative sample sel-dom endorsed them.

Most of the items are scored only on the F scale (35 of

64) , whil-e 2t items also contribute to scal-es of the

psychotic tetrad (Pa, Pt, Sc, and Ma), and eíght to the

remaining scafes (Hs, D, Pd, and Mf) (Greene, 1980).

El-evations on the F scale are generally attributed

to one of three causes: 1) an inconsistent patLern of

responding; 2) presence of actual psychopathology; and

3) malingering. Evans and Dinning (1983) and Evans

(1984) have ill-ustrated that mean yn\4PI profiles of the

two response types (inconsistent-random and

exaggerated-fake bad) are quite similar. As has been

noted, however, random or inconsisLent responding can

be assessed by calculating t.he TR index and

Carelessness scafes. Unfortunately, most of the

studies l-isted in Table 2 fail-ed to report either TR or

Carel-essness scores.

Hawing rul-ed out irrelevant and random response

styles, the clinician must then consider the profile

with el-evated F as representatiwe of eit.her actual

psychopathology or mal-ingering. Despite the

shortcoming of not reporting TR or Carelessness scores,
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with few exceptions, raw F scores hawe been

successfully used to díscriminate between these two

groups. Several different cutoff scores hawe been

reported in the l-iterature (see Tabl-e 2 for reported

cutoff scores and hit rates) which purport to

differentiate actual psychopathology from malingering.

These cutting scores range from F>=15 (Gallucci, L984;

Grow, McVaugh, & Eno, l-980) to F>36 (Roman, êt âf .,

1990) . Although the resul-ts appear inconsistent, what

is apparent from these diverse findings is that when

criterion groups are composed of either psychiatric

patients or prison inmates, more stringent criteria are

required to discriminate between malingering and honest

responding. For both of these groups, under

instruct.ions to respond honestly, F scores are el-evated

relative to 'normal-' samples .

Greene (19BBb) recommended that it is probably

safe to assume that a raw F score greater than 26 is

not reflectíve of actual psychopathology.



Tab1e 2. Malinqerinq and MMPI Research

AUTTIOR(S)

Anthony, 1971

Berry, Baer & Harris,
t 991

SUB.IECTS

Air Force Pe¡son¡rel

Burkhart, Christian &
Gynther, 1978

Burkhnrt, Gynther &
Christian, 1978

DFSIGN

Simulatcd rvith
criterion group

Meta-malysis

Cofcr, Chance &
Judson,1949

Undergraduates

Fake bad (exaggerale symptoms

that brought Írern to clinic) after
having completed under standard

instructions

INSTRUCTIONS

Exner, ct al., 1963

Meta-analysis

Undergraduates

Simulated

Counter-
balanced

Undergraduates

Gallucci, 1984

Varied types of instructions over
the numerous studies

Simulated

Counter-
balmced

Undergraduates

INCENT

Gallucci, 1985

SLmdard and fake bad or fake

good.

None

Simulated,
Counter-
balanced

Patients evaluated

for disability
pension

SCALFS

Stândârd ând fake bad or fake
good.

S-O, Ds

F, F.K

Simulated

Patients evaluated

for disability
pension

Varied

Standard md fake bad or fake

good.

All scales successfully discriminated exâggerated

and standard instructions. F, F-K, & Ds

discriminated betwæn exaggerated & nrâtching

valid profiles. cutoffs and hit rates: F (simulûtors

= l0 - 73%; criterion = 18 - 34%); F-K
(simulators = 0 -75c/oi criterion = 18 - 38%); Ds

(simulators = 21 -'18Vc; criterion = 30 - 63%).

Case snrdy

Fake bad or fake good follorved
by standard instructions

Nonc

F, F-K,
Ds, S-O

RISULTS

Case study

Extrâ
CrediLs

s-o

Rarv & T-scaled F, F-K, Ds (original) bcst scales

for detecting malingering; effect sizes much smaller

for revised Ds scale md subtle obvious scales.

Standard instructions

None

s-o

Endorsement of obvious items rvcre a direct

function of instructional set, endorselnent of subtlc

items inversely related to instructions þaradoxical)

Stândrrd instructions

None

Under fake bad instructions, more intelligent
subjæts endorsed slightly ferver subtle items &
nore very obvious items than less intelligent

subjects

F

None
from ress

archer

Ds & F-K

F scores useful in detection of "negative

nalingering" (faking bad). Cutoffs md hit rates:

F (20 - 100%); F-K (5 - 100%).

None

from rese-

archer

Ds md F-K were effective in discriminating fake

bad prohles from standard profiles. Cutoffs and lrit
ratcs: F (12 - l0o%)i F-K (i2 - 96%); Ds Q0 -

r00%).

F&F-K

TR&
Care-

lessness

Applicmts considered more likely to malinger were
successfufiy differentiated from those rvith less

motive to malinger. Cutoffs of F> 15 & F-K> 10.

Patients with intrinsic motivâtion to malinger did
not respond randonrly to MMPI items.
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AUTIIOR(S)

Gcndreau, In'inc &
Knight,1973

Gough, 1947

SIJBJECTS

Prison imates

Grahiln, Watts &
Timbrook, 1991

11 profcssionals

DF-SIGN

Simulated

Counter-
balmced

Sirnulated &
comparcd to

criterion groups

profiles

Undergraduates &
psychiatric patients

Grorv, McVaugh &
Eno, 1980 @xpt 1)

Standârd, fake good & fa}ie bad

INSTRUCTIONS

Grorv, McVaugh &
Eno, 1980 (Expt 2)

Standard, simulate "severe
psychoneurosis & "paranoid

schizophrenia"

Simulated for
undergrads;

st¡ndard for
patients

Harvey & Sipprelle,
t976

Undergraduates

Harvk & Comell, 1989

TNCENT

In- & Out-paticnts

Students assigned to hvo groups,

one group asked to fake emotionâl
problems, one group to fnke

good. Patients received st¡ndard
instructions.

Nonc

Undergraduates

Simulâted

gfouP

comparisons

SCALFS

None

F-K, Ds, S
o&F

Crse Study

Criminal def-
endmts being

evaluated for
competencies

F&F-K

3 groups assigned to 1 of 3

conditions; sLmdard, fake bad or
fake good

F, F-K, Ds & S-O all discriminated betrvcen

st¡¡dard & "maladjusted" profiles. Cutoffs and hit
rates: F (34 - 100Vo); F-K (24 - 100%).

Simulated

group

comrrarisons

Credit for
studenlno

ne for
patient

Simulatcd proñles were crratic and jagged,

multiphasic of irregular clevation and positive
slope. F, Pd & Pa significnntly higher, Hs & Hy

significantly lorver. F-K best for identifying
simulated psychoneurosis. Cutoffs md hit rates: F

þsychotic = 26 - 73%; neurotic = 14 - 64%);F-
K þsychotic = 16 - 82%; neurotic = 4 - 64%).

RFJULTS

Case study

F, Fb, F-K

Ståndard

Fake bad or fake good

F, Fb and F-K rvere all successful in discriminating
between instructional sets; rvhen dealing wilh

pntients cutoff scores should be very consen'ative
lor F & Fb. Cutoff a¡d hit rates: F (malc

criterion = 18 - 61%; male sLnulntor = 18 - 97%;
female criterion : 18 - 80%; fenrale sinulator =
18 - 95%); F-K (male criterion : 12 - 87 %; male

simulator = 12 - 93%i female criterion = 12 -

80%; femnle sirnul¡tor = 12 - 95%).

Extra
credit

Stândard

Nonc

F, F-K, S-

o,&Ds

$5.00

F, F-K,S-
O,&Ds

F, F-K, and Ds successfully identified faking bad

by students. Cutoffs md hit rates: F (15 - 100%);
F-K O - 98%); Ds (35 - 86%).

None
from ress

archers

s-o

F-K md F were best i¡dic¡tors of faking bad in a

clinical population. Cutoffs nnd hit rates: F (15 -
75%); F-K Q - 81%)iDs (25 - 56%).

F&F-K

Subjects appling for psychotherapy werc found to
have relatively higher obvious compared to subtle

scores.

Malingerers scorcd significantly higher on 8 scales

(F,1,2,3,4,6,7,8) than the psychotics rìnd higher on

10 scales (F,1,2,3,4,5,6,'7,8,9) thnn non-
psychotics. Groups also differed significantly on

F-K.
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AUTIIOR(S)

Hunt, 1948

Johnson, Klinger &
Willimrs, 1977

SIJBJEC1S

UndergraduatesNflv

y prisoners

Criterion group

Lees-Haley & Fox,
1990

DF.SIGN

Peterson, Clark &
Bemett, 1989

Applicants for
admission to VA

mental health

progrmr

Simulated

Countcr-
balanced Case

stùdY

Posey & Hcss, 1984

ln- & out-patients

& undergrads

Undergrads instructed to fake bÂd

or fake good and standard

instruclions, Navy prisoners

completed undcr rll 3 conditions,
critcrion group suudard

instructions only

INSTRUCTIONS

Case study

Graduate students

Rice, Amold & Tate,
'1983

Roman, et al., 1990

Simulfltion

Prison imrates

SLudard instructions

Simulated

Counter-
balmced

Schretlen & Arkorvitz
1990

INCENT

In-patients in a
lvfaxinrum sæurity
psychiatric hospital

Patients recsived sLmdard

instructions, undergrads asked to

simulate psychopathology

None

Forcnsic psychiatric
patisnts

Simulated

SCALES

St¡ndard md fake bad or fake
good

F-K

None
from rese

archer

Simulated

Counter-
balanced

lvlenl.llly retârdcd,

mentally ill, &
prison imates

Standard, fake aggressive or fake

non-aggressive

Archival Case

study

F-K correctly identified Â lûrge proportion of
malingerers in bolh undcrgraduate nnd imrate
group. F-K did not appear unduly affæted by

psychiatric disorder. Cutoffs and hit rates: F-K
(11 - 87%).

F&F-K

None

Standard, fake good adjustment

and fake bad adjustment

RESULTS

certi-ficate

Archival &
Sirnulated

F & F-K rvere significantly correlated with
inten'ierv rÂtings of "trying to appear as bad as

possible," but did not provide practically significant
incremsntal infomration.

s-o

clgaf-ettes

Standard

s-ô

Standa¡d for MRs & MIs, but
ståndârd, fake bad or fake food

fof prison inmâtes

Tot¡l obvious minus subtle T-scores ) than 100

discriminated student malingerers & produced few
false positives mong clinical sample.

Appreciable differences in the degree to which
subtle & obvious items could be mmipulated rvas

noted. Obvious most susceptible to deliberate

distortion.

None

s-o

None
from rese-

afchef

F,F-K, S-O

Scales most sensitive to dissimulation rvere

compriscd of face valid or obvious items.

Paradoxical effect noted only for hvo nrost subtle

scales.

F, F-K, S

o

More $

for succ

essful

faking

Significnnt overall cffect of instructional set, F, F-
K & Obv indices rvere best at scpafíìting honest

frorn fake bad profiles

Conventional cut-offs would have identified all
malingerers, but a large number of genuinely

distrubed patients as well. Suggested cut-offs of S-

o> =191, F-K>30, F>36.

F&F-K F slightly more effætive than F-K in identifying
fakers. F-K & F most effætively discriminated
imate controls from inmate fakers, F-K & F
required different cutoff scores to discriminate

imate fakers from psychiatric inpatients. Cutoffs
md hit rates: F (simulator = 20 - 90%; criterion

= 27 - 80%); F-K (simulator = 11 - 90fo;
criterion = l8-90%).
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AUTIIOR(S)

Tuma, Unpublished
manuscript

Walters, White &
Grcene,1988

SUDJtr,CTS

Forensic inpatients

Wasylirv, Grossrnan,

Hayrvood &
Cavmaugh, 1988

Prison innates

DDSIGN

Worthington &
Schlotlnrann,1986

Case stüdy

Forensic inpatients

Archival

TNSTRUCTIONS

Undergraduatcs

Standârd

Case Study

Stândard

Simulated

Counter-
balmced

TNCENT

None

Standârd

SCALDS

SLmdard, fake good & fake bad

F&F-K

None Ds-r & S-O

F & F-K successfully discriminated identified
malingerers from diagnosed schizophrenics.

Cutoffs md hit rfltes: \,ith F (22) and F-K (9) -
70%.

None
from rese

archer

RESULTS

Ds-r & S-O did not significantly inrprove upon base

rate predictions. Ds-r rvas useful in identifuing
genuine distrubance but caution should be used in

labelling nalingering. Cutoffs md hit rates: Ds-r
(66 -'72%);ToTso Ql - 72%).

F, F-K,
Ds,& S-O

Nonc

Evaluation group had significantly higher scores

than teatnrent group on F, F-K, Ds & Obv. F-K
did not provide my additional infonnation beyond

F alone.

Pd S-O Both obvious md subtle iterns of üre Pd scalc rvere

successfulyy manipulâted, paradoxicâl effect rvas

not noled.
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F-K Index

The second most wíde1y studied MMPI measure of

malingering is the F-K index, or Gough Dissimulation

Index (not to be confused with the Gough Dissimulat.ion

Scal-e-Rewised discussed in a subsequenL sect.ion) . The

F-K index is calculated by subtracting the raw score of

the K scal-e from the raw score of the F scal-e (Gough,

1-94'/) - The K scal-e consists of 30 items which were

empirically derived to assist in ident.ifying persons

displaying significant psychopathology, yet. had MMPI

profiles in the normaf range (Greene, l-980) .

There is considerabl-e evidence attesting to the

usefulness of the F-K scale in assessing malingering.

As with the F scal-e index, ho\nrewer, a range of cutting

scores is reported in t.he l-iterature. Again it would

appear that more stringent criteria are required when

considering prison inmates or psychiatric patients.

This ís hardly surprising considering that the F scale

contributes so much to t.he cal-cul-ation of the index.

Based on the findings reported in Table 2, it

woul-d appear that an F-K index score of 15 or greater

is of significance, and should be considered indicative

of a possibl-e mal-ingered response styl-e.
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Subtle-Obvious Scales

Sewera] subtl-e-obwious scales are described in the

1j-terature (Burkhart, et â1 ., 1-978, 1-978; Vüales &

Seeman, L972; Weiner, L94B) , but the Weiner and Harmon

subtl-e- obwious scal-es (Weiner, l-948 ) have receiwed the

most attention in the MMPI l-iterature (Greene, 19BBa) .

In addition, there is evidence that the various subtle-

obwious scal-e items are highÌy correlated.

Consequently, only the Wiener and Harmon scafes will be

discussed.

Wiener and Harmon, through rational- inspection of

MMPI items, identified 110 subtl-e items (items which

were rel-atively difficult to detect as indicating

emotional disturbance) and 1-46 obvious items (it.ems

which r^rere relatively easy to detect. as indicating

emotional- dist.urbance) . Cl-inical scales 2 (D) , 3 (Hy) ,

4 (Pd) , 6 (Pa) , and 9 (Ma) were found to be made up of

both subtl-e and obvious items (Greene, 1988b) . The

remaining cl-inical scales; 1- (Hs) , 7 (Pt) , and B (Sc)

were found to consist prímarily of obvious items al-one.

Vüith t.he except.ion of the two Burkhart studies

(L978 & 1978) listed in Tabl-e 2, those reporting

resul-ts for the Subt1e-Obvious scafes had util-ized the
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Wíener-Harmon scales. As is evidenced in the table,

the results util-izing these scales ü/ere revealing.

Greene (1-988b) emphasized that when using these scales,

it is imperative that T scores be used in the

cal-culation. He suggested that T scores be determined

for the subtl-e and obvious components of each of the

f íve scales. The subtle T score is then subt.ract.ed

from the obvious T score for each scale, and then

summed over scaf es. He recoÍìmended that summed

difference scores in the range of 250-300 are strongly

Índicative of malingering.

Gouqh Dissimul-ation Scal-e-Revised (Ds-r)

The origj-nal scale (Ds; Gough, L94'7 ) consísted of

74 items, with the rewised scale (Ds-r; Gough, 1954)

reduced Lo 40 items. These it.ems \^/ere f ound to

significantly differentiate a group of neurotic

patients from students instructed to feígn neuroses

(Greene , L9BBb) .

Although the majority of research findings

reported suggest t.he util-ity of the Ds-r scale in

differentiating a malingered response st.y1e from honest

responding, the bulk of this research has util-ized only
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simulation studies.

Lachar-Wrobel- Crítical- Items

Critical- items l-ists , of which there are several,

are composed only of face-valid or obvious items.

Lachar and Inlrobel- Q979) establ-ished and val-idated a

l-ist of 111 items which \^/ere found to be obvious

descriptors of psychologícal concerns.

Use of a critical item set in t.he assessment of

malingering can be l-ikened t.o the Selectivity strategy

proposed by Rogers (19BBb; Rogers, Gillis, Bagby &

Monteiro, L991-; Rogers, Gil-l-is, Dickens, & Bagby,

1991) . Basical-ly what this suggests is that a

malingerer will endorse more, and a wider varíety of

psychological disturbances, than a genuinely disturbed

person.

Lachar and Wrobel-'s (1-979 ) research indicated that

'normal' individuals woul-d endorse anywhere f rom l-B to

26 critical- items, and a psychiatric patient would

endorse from 36 to 40 critical items. Greene (1988b)

suggested that endorsement of greater than 5l- items

should be suspect, and endorsement of more than 90

items is unacceptable.
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A thorough rewiew of the l-iterature fail-ed to

uncover any research specifically examiníng critical

item endorsement and its rel-ationship to mal-ingering.

It woul-d, however, seem that this woul-d be a fruitful

endeavour.

MMPI-2 Research and Malinqerinq

In comparing the MMPI with its rewised wersion,

t.he IvßrIPI-2, it would appear that relatiwely few changes

have been made to either the basic val-idity or cli-nical

scales. Changes have been made howewer, and it is

important to ascertain what, if âoy, impact these

changes could hawe on the VD4PI-2's abilit.y to identify

malingering.

Changes direct.ly affecting the scales used j-n

deducing malingering include: Deletion of four items

from the F scale and changes to L2 of the remaining 60

items (changes which inwol-we remowaf of sexist wording,

modernization of idioms, ot grammatical clarification),

changes to one item on the K scal-er removal of three

items and rewording of two on the Depression scale, and

the rewriting of nine items on the Hysteria scafe, four

on the Psychopathic-Deviate scale, Lwo on the Paranoia
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sca1e, and seven on the Mania scale (Graham, l-990) .

Another change incorporated into the revised MMPI

is the method of assessing inconsistent responding. fn

the original version of the MMPI basical-ly two methods

rÁ/ere employed to assess a respondents consistency in

responding. The L6 repeated items of the TR index

(díscussed in a previous section) were omitted

entirely, and the Carelessness scafe (díscussed in a

previous section) was supplanted by the Variable

Response fnconsistency Scale (VRIN) and the True

Response Inconsist.ency Scale (TRIN) .

The VRIN consists of 67 item paírs which are

composed of either similar or opposite item content.

Item pairs with simil-ar content marked wit.h a True and

a False (or vice wersa) are considered j-nconsistent

responses. For example, if item 6 ("My father is a

good manrr) is marked true, and it.em 90 ("I love my

father" ) is marked false the icem paír is scored as an

inconsístent response. For íLems pairs composed of

opposite content (e.g., It.em 3 - "I wake up fresh and

rested most mornings, " and Item 39 - "My sleep is
fitful and disturbed" ) are both marked True (or False) ,

the responses are deemed inconsistent. Elevated VRIN

scores in conjunction with high F scal-e raw scores are
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considered indicat.ive of a predominantly random

response sLyle. Alternatively, moderate VRIN scores in

the company of elevated F scale rarÀr scores are

associated with cl-inical issues such as mal-ingering or

severe psychopathology (Graham, 1990) .

The TRIN scaf e is made up of 23 item pairs, al-l- of

which are opposite in content. Marking bot.h it.em pairs

as True denotes inconsistency, and when a majority of

item pairs are marked True the respondent is said to be

acquiescent. Conversely, if the majority of item pairs

are marked fal-se, the responses are st.ill considered

inconsist.ent and the respondent is referred to as non-

acquiescent. Each non-acquiescent response is deducted

from the Lotal TRIN scale score. Consequently,

elevat.ed TRIN scores as well- as l-ow scores are thought

to be represent.ative of inconsistent responding.

Although both VRIN and TRfN are stil-l- considered

experimental- scales, the MMPI-2 manual (Hathaway &

McKinley, l-989) have recommended that VRIN scores

exceeding t2 and TRIN scores either below 6 or abowe 12

are indicatiwe of inconsistent responding and

potentially invalíd prof il-es.

A thorough review of the líterature resul-ted in

the discovery of only two studíes researchíng the
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ability of the MMPI-2 to assess mafingered mental-

illness. Graham, Watts, and Timbrook (L99a) compared

the MMPf-2 resufts of college students under standard

instructions followed by instructions to fake bad or

fake good with MMPI-2 profiles of psychiatric patients

under standard instructions. Although the results of

this study were consistent. with others described in the

literature, so Loo are many of the shortcomings. The

instructíons to fake bad were generally non-specific,

and did not provide a contextually relevant situation;
only college students were employed in the simulation

design component of the study; and there vias apparently

no incenti-we offered to the student.s for effort.s to

fake bad more effectively.

The second study (Cassisi & Workman, 1-992) al-so

employed undergraduate students in a simulation design.

In this case the instruct.j-ons appeared t.o be somewhat

more contextually relevant, buL again there was no

additional incentive offered for believabl-e faking.

In both studies the F scale was found to

effectively discriminate between instructional sets,

and in the Graham, et â1. , study, fake bad profiles

differed signifícantly from those provided by

psychiatric patients under standard instruct.ions. The
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F-K index al-so discriminated between instructional- set,

and between fake bad profiles and psychiatric patient

profiles in the Graham, et af., study, but not the

Cassisi study.

Based on these two articles it would seem that

introduction of the revised MMPI has not resulted in

the incorporation of more effectíve research strategies

which could provide sounder walidationaf research. A

primary aim of the current research project is to do

just that.
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Hypotheses

Two hypotheses \Àiere test.ed util-izing data obtained

in the current research projecL. The first hypothesis

was designed to examine only the notion of a subject's

ability to al-ter response style in accordance with

instructional- set prowided. Clark (1988) has noted

that empirical differences belween the malingering by

antisocial personalities and that of ot.hers has yet to

be demonstrated. Two studies (Gendreau, frvine &

Knight, L973; Rice, Arnold & Tate, 1983) have, howewer,

provided evj-dence that prison inmates wil-l produce

adjusted MMPI profiles under "fake bad" instructions.
In each of these studíes MMPI indices were capable of

discriminating bet.ween j-nstructional sets. I¡Iit.hin the

current project it. was expected that regardless of

history or nature of psychiat.ric hospítalization(s) ,

subj ects would be abl-e to al-ter t.hej-r response style
according to the instructions provided. SpecifÍcally,
scale scores under instructions to fake mental illness
\^rere expected to be significantly higher (higher scores

reflecting endorsement of more items relat.ed to

psychopathology) than scale scores under instructions
t.o respond accurately.

The second hypothesls examined anticipated
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differences between criterion groups (as determined by

nature and history of psychiatric hospitalizatíon).

Ossipov (1,944) has suggested that malingerers are

essentially actors portraying an il-l-ness as they

understand it. There is no reason to believe that a

personality disordered indiwidual (the majority of

prison inmates woul-d likety meet the criteria for at

least one DSMIII-R personality disorder) woul-d have any

better understanding of a maj or mental il-l-ness than

anyone else. Thus, it was postul-ated that. prison

inmates \n/ithout any previous history of psychiatric

hospitalization (Group 0 ) woul-d provide, overall, the

highest el-ewations on the warj-ous scale scores.

Further, it was hypot.hesized t.hat subjects not

diagnosed wit.h a major ment.al illness, but receiwíng

treatment for one or more personality disorders in a

psychiatric facility (Group l-) could utilíze t.heir

experiences with the mentally ill housed in that

facil-ity to develop some undersLanding of mental-

ill-ness. A1though their scal-es scores would be

elevated, utilízing this understanding, they woul-d be

elewat.ed to a lesser degree than t.heir counterparts

(Group 0) not having had this experience. Finally,

subjects with a personal history of major mental
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illness, currently in relative remission, were expected

to malinger the most effectively of the three groups.

Although they too were expected to have el-evated scale

scores under instructions to f ake a mental- il-Iness, the

extent of this elevation would not be as dramat.ic as

either of the other tv/o groups. In essence, it was

anticipated t.hat using their experience of prewious

psychosis they woul-d adjust their response style so

that although scores would be el-evated, they would not

be wiewed as unbelievably exaggerat.ed.
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METHOD

Subj ects

Data Col-l-ection Sites

Subjects recruíted for this project had all- been

defendants in the criminal justice system, and had

either been convicted of a criminal offense, or had

been adjudicated Not Guilty By Reason of Insanity.

Data rÁ/ere col-l-ected from individual-s who were either
imprj-soned or hospitalized j-n an institution located

either in Canada or the United Stat.es. The

institutíons incl-uded t.he Regional Psychiat.ric Center

(Pacif ic) , Mat.squi Institution, Fraser Regional

CorrectionaÌ Center, the Forensic Serwices of Florida

State Hospital, and the Corrections Mental Heal-th

Institution.
The Regional Psychiatric Cent.er (RPC) is a mult.i-

Ievel- j-nstj-tution located in Abbotsford, Brit.ish

Columbia. ft is a 146 bed facility used for the

detentíon, treatment and assessment of Federal inmates

requiring mental heal-th intervention. The majority of

patients/inmates are admitted from other prisons
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l-ocated within the Pacif ic region (i.e., British
Col-umbia) , while a significant minority of admissions

come from other regions of the Correctional Service of

Canada (i.e., Prairies, Ontario, Quebec or Maritimes).

Ot.her patients are direct admissions under the B.C.

Mental- Heal-th Act (i.e., Lieutenant Governor Warrants

of Corunittal), or from Prowincially administered pre-

sentence facil-ities. The RPC is diwided into five
accommodation units: Admissions and Discharge,

Personality Oisorder Program, Sex Offender Program,

Inadequate Personal-ity nisorder Program, and the

Chronic-Acute Mentally IlI program. The facíIity is
accredited by the Canadian Council- on Hospit.al

Accredit.ation, and as such meets the requirements for
multi-disciplinary treatment. and eval-uatíon services,

fol-Iow-up and pre-admission evaluations.

Matsqui Institution is a Federal- penitent.íary also

Iocated in the Abbotsford, eritish Col-umbia area. It
is rated as a high-medium security facil-ity wit.h a bed

capacity of 406. In addition to housing the Pacific
Region Reception Center, Matsqui Institution also

offers t.he inmates an extensive educational program

cowering basic literacy to university lewel

instrucLion. There are also several- wocational-
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training programs.

Fraser Regional Correctional Center (FRCC) is a

250 bed facility administered by the British Columbia

Ministry of Corrections " Thís institution acts as both

a reception and detention cent.er for conwicted felons

serving a sentence of l-ess than two years. Inmates are

províded both educational- and vocational- opportunities.

fn addition, a well equipped Heal-th Services department

administers to the mental health needs of less severely

disturbed inmates (those with more serious disturbances

are admitted to the Forensíc Psychiatric Institut.e).
Fl-orida State Hospital is a 1500 bed in-patient

mental- health facility located in Chattahoochee,

Florida. The hospital accommodates patients admitted

under both civil- and forensic commitment orders. The

Forensíc Services consists of 526 beds, housing both

male and femal-e pat.ients, and treaLs approximately l-000

forensic pat.ient.s each year. Ma1es are accommodated in
one of five areas: Admissions (Uníts 23 &. 24) where

the majority are detained as Incompetent to Proceed to

Trial, Mentally Retarded Defendant Program (MRDP), Unit

2l- where the majority have been adjudicated Not Guilty
By Reason of Insanity (as well as long term Incompetent

to Proceed defendants), Unit 25 is a pre-discharge
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unj-t, and a Quarterway House.

Data rÂrere coll-ected on Unit 2a, a 156 bed

treaLment unit primarily serving a mix of chronically

mentally ill defendants found incompetent to stand

trial and not guilty by reason of insanity.

FinalIy, the Corrections Mental HeaIth Institution
(CI!trII) is a 135 bed prison-hospit.al locat.ed on the

grounds of Florida State Hospital. Al-though mental

health personnel- are prowided by the Forensic Services

of Florida State Hospital, the prison is administered

by the Florida Department of Correct.ions. CMHf

provides treatment for the most seriousl-y disturbed men

and women in Florida's 30,000 inmate correctional-

system. Typicalty an admission wil-l cascade through

the facility, beginning in the Admission ward wíth

gradual mowemenL t.o ot.her wards as mental health

stabilizes. After a period of stabilizatj-on the inmate

is ewentually transferred to a 'normal' príson.

Selection Criteria and Comparison Group Composj-tion

Subjects wolunteering from these institutions were

required to meet the following criteria: 1) A minimum

of three months residence at t.he current institution;
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2) a mi-nimum grade 7 reading level as estimated by the

I¡Iide Range Achievement Test - Rewised (VüRAT-R) reading

subtest; and 3) a minimum ful-l- scal-e I.Q. est.imate of

70 (as estimated by the Beta-II I.Q. In addition to

these criteria, subjects were evaluated for
participation readiness by assessing compliance to

standard inst.ructions on the !4NIPI-2. Subjects

determined to be responding to the ivß{PI-2 in an

unrel-iabl-e manner (f [Cannot say] > 30 or F > 20 and

VRIN > L2 and 6 < TRIN > L2) were excl-uded from further
participation.

Subj ects were cl-assífied into one of three

distinct groups based on history and nature of

psychiatric hospítalizations. The first group (Group

0) consisted of subjects with no history of psychiatric

hospitalizations for treatment of a major mental

illness, nor any reported history of non-drug induced

psychot.ic episodes.

The second and third comparison groups were

comprised of individuals that have had previous

experíence in a psychiatric hospital setting. The

first group (Group 1) \,¡ith experi_ence in a psychiatric
facility had no history of major mentaf il-lness (i.e.,

no Axis I diagnosis with t.he possible exception of
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Substance Abuse disorders) but were in the facility for
treatment of a variety of personality disorders.

The second group (Group 2 ) Ì^/as composed of

vol-unteers with a reported history of previous

psychotic episodes (not drug induced), but had been

free of floridly psychotic s)¡mptomatology (i.e.,

functioning not impaired by perceptual disturbance,

disorganized thinking, or delusional belief systems)

for a minimum of one month. This latter criteríon was

assessed by a thorough review of ward charts and

conferring with treatment. team members.

Participation in the research was entirely
voluntary. In an effort to ensure compliance with

instructions, and to encourage participation, a

financial incentive \,\ras prowided (refer to Appendices C

& D). In essence, subjects were informed during the

briefing session that participation in the entire
project would resul-t in a minj-mum of $18 (US$15) beíng

placed into their personal account. Further, they were

advised that if they participat.ed to the best of their
abil-Íty on the two days they received specific
instructions they would receive a L2 do1lar (USgi_0)

bonus. They were tol-d that. f or a demonstrated good

effort over the three days of data col_lect.ion $30
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(US$25) woul-d be placed into their personal account.

In actuality, upon completion of the three days of data

col-Iection aII subjects completíng all phases were

informed that. they had earned the bonus money, and the

ful-l $30 (US$25) was placed int.o their account. Those

men not completing all phases of data collection did

not receive the bonus money, and were only compensated

for those days they actually participated.

Demoqraphic Information

A total of 22L indívídual-s were approached

regarding participat.ion in the research. The three

phases of data collect.ion were briefly explained r^/ith

emphasis on the fact that in one of the phases they

woul-d be required to f eign a mental- il-Iness. potential

subjects were also informed of the renumerat.ion, and

the possibility of earning bonus money. Of these 22I

indiwiduals, 116 wol-unt.eered for t.he research, with BB

men actually completing all phases of data collection.
Of the non-completers (n:28), twenty one simply

did not ret.urn on subsequent. days, two were rel-eased

(both from FRCC), tvro complained of blurred vision and

coul-d not read the items on t.he Ivn\4PI-2, and one refused
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to comply \,üith the instructions to feign a mental

ill-ness.

From the remaining pool of BB completed protocols,

data from 22 individuals were not utilized in the final

anaÌyses due to a fail-ure to meet one or more of the

criteria l-isted prewiously. Fíve subjects were dropped

as a result of a low I.Q. estimate, six subjecLs did

noL meet the minimum Grade 7 reading level- requirement,

t.wo were too psychiatrically impaired (bot.h from FRCC) ,

and four subjects appeared to be responding

inconsistently t.o t.he VIUPI-2 items under standard

inst.ructions. In addít.ion, four subjects of Natiwe

American descent were dropped ín an effort to control

extraneous sources of variance. Finally, anomalous

responding to the MMPI-2 was noted for one of the

subjects- Although this subject had responded

consistently, according to VRIN and TRIN cut-offs, the

F raw score under st.andard instructions was 24.

Examination of t.his individual's clinical record

indicated that on several previous occasions he had

completed the MMPI in a similar manner and the

clinicians assessing these profiles strongly suspected

malíngering. In an effort to avoid contaminating

subsequent analyses, data from this indiwidual were not
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retained.

This resulted in a t.otal- sample pool of 66

subjects, with an average age of 32.7 years, and

years of education completed before upgrading and

years of educatj-on after upgrading (3+ of the 66

had upgraded their education). The average I.Q.

estimate was 95.9, and the awerag,e reading l-ewel-

measured at a Grade 11 level-.

Forty one (6aZ) of the men had been convicted (or

found Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity) of a serious

offense against a person (e.9., 29 subjects had been

charged wit.h murder or manslaughter). The average

length of t.ot.al incarceration as an adul-t was l-00. 6

months (range B months to 336 months), with an average

lengt.h of current incarcerat.ion of 58 months (range 2

months to 216 mont.hs) .

Forty three men (642) report.ed no history of

previous psychiatric hospital-izations, while 15 men

(222) reported one prevíous hospitalization, and eight

men (1,2.L2 ) recounted more than one prevíous

hospi ta1 i zation .

Differences were noted between the three groups on

severaf of the demographic variabl_es (most notably, but

l-east surprising, history of hospitalizat.ion) ,

9.6

L2

men
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necessitating separate discussions for each of the

criterion groups. Groups were compared on severaf

dimens j-ons (i . e. , total education, I . Q. estimate,

reading level estimate, and total- time incarcerated)

utíl-izing a series of T-t.ests" In addition, rnrithin

Group 2, due to persistent difficul-ties in obtaining

appropriate Caucasian subjecLs, data from four African

Americans \^rere included. I^Iithin this group, data from

Caucasian and African Americans were compared util-izing
T-tests examining the same set of variables-

In comparing Group 0 wit.h Group 1 the only

significant difference between the two groups was found

for the I.Q. estimate. An average I.Q. for Group 0 of

a04.4 was significantl-y higher (t = 2.6; p = .OI2) than

the average I.Q. of 96.6 for Group 1.

At the .05 l-eve1 of signif icance Group 0 was also

found to have a significantly higher I.Q. est.imate than

Group 2 (104.4 ws. 86, respectively; t = 5.8; p <

.001-) . On all- other dimensions Group 0 and Group 2 did

not significantly differ.
With t.he exception of I.Q. est.imat.e, Group l- and

Group 2 did not significantly differ on the dimensions

assessed. Group 1 did, or average, have a higher I.Q.

est.imat.e t.han Group 2 (g 6.6 vs . 86 , respectively ¡ t =
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3 .B; p = .001-) .

Fina1ly, within Group 2 there r^/ere no significant
differences between the African Americans and the

Caucasians on the dimensions assessed-

Final- Group Composition

Dat.a obtained from 66 subjects r/üere used in the

final- analyses, with subjects being assigned to one of

the three groups based on prewious history of

psychiatric experience. Twent.y subjects were assigned

t.o Group 0 (no history of psychiatric

hospitalizations); 27 subjects to Group l- (history of

psychiatric hospital-izat.ions, but no major mental_

illness); and 19 subjects to Group 2 (history of major

mental- il-l-ness) .

Group 0 (No History of Psychiatric Hospital-izations)

The 20 subjecLs in Group 0 were all Federally

incarcerated men residing in a Canadian prison. The

proj ect v¡as explained to a toLal- of 72 inmates , 32 of

whom chose not t.o part.icipate , a5 failed t.o complete

all phases of data coÌlection, 2 did not meeL t.he
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selection criteríon, and 3 were Natiwe Americans. The

20 subjects included in the final- analyses \,vere

residing in either Matsqui Instit.ution (n=15) or the

RPC(Pac) (n:5) . The f ive men liwing at. the RPC(Pac)

had al-l- been transferred into the RPC(Pac) within two

weeks of the onset of data col-l-ection.

The average age of these 20 men was 31- years, and

they had a Grade 8 education before upgrading, and

post-secondary education after upgrading. The average

f .Q. estimate was 1-04.4, with the average reading lewel_

estimated at. Grade 11.

These individuals, on average, had been previously

incarcerated on 4.6 occasions, with a tot.al_ lengt.h of

incarceration of 1-02 months (range B mont.hs to 336

months). The average lengt.h of time incarcerated on

the currenL charge was 51 mont.hs, with 13 men (65?)

hawing been convicted of a serious crime against a
person (e.g., 10 men had been convicted of murder) .

Three of the respondents reported that as

juweniles they had been admitt.ed to a psychiatric
facility. Two had been declared incorrigibl_e, and one

had attempted suicide. In al-l cases the ad,mission had

been for assessment, and had not exceeded 30 days

hospit.alization. fn view of the short stay in
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hospital, the f act that it was while they \Á¡ere

juweniles, and that hospítalization was not due to a

psychotic break, these subjecLs were retained in Group

n

Group 1 (Hospitalized for Treatment of a Personal-ity

Disorder)

The project v/as described to a total- of sixt.y five
men resídíng at t.he RPC(Pac) . Thírty one chose not to

participate, three díd not compl-ete al-l- phases of dat.a

collection, four did not meet the selectíon criteria,
one \^/as a Native American, and one \¡/as suspected of

malingerJ-ng under standard instructions. In addition

Lwo men t.hat. had completed data coll-ect.ion at Matsqui

Institution were found to have resided at the RPC(Pac)

for a minimum of six months in the past. These

individual-s were added to the complement forming Group

I, resulting in a tot.al of 27 subjects included in this
group.

The average age of t.he 27 men was 32.6 years.

They had an average educational background of grade 9

before upgrading, and some post-secondary education

after upgrading. Awerage I.Q. was est.imated at 96.6,
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wíth an averag'e reading level measured at Grade 1-1.

There was an average of 4 prewious incarcerations

f or a total average of 105 mont.hs imprisonment.

Eighteen (672) of the men had been convícted of a

serious offense against a person (e.g. , A2 convictions

for murder and one for manslaughter). The average

length of time incarcerated on the current charge was

62.5 months.

Thirt.een (4BZ) of the subj ects in this group had

no previous psychiat.ric hospitalízatíons, wj-th the

remaining men having been admitted to the Regional

Psychiatric Center on one or more previous occasions

for treatment of a personality disorder. The average

length of admission over al-l- hospitalizations was 9 .3

months (range from 4 months to 28 months). Ten of the

men (372) had received a diagnosis of Antisocial
Personality nisorder, five (18?) were diagnosed as

having a passive aggressive Lype personality disorder,

three (11?r) had a mixed diagnosís, three (11?) were

diagnosed as inadequate, and one (42) was hospitalized.

due to epilepsy. Of t.he remaining, three (11?) had no

diagnosis, and two (72) had received a diagnosis of

unspecified personalit.y disorder.
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Group 2 (History of Ma-ior Mental- Il-lness)

Obtaining subjects meeting the criteria for
i-ncl-usion in Group 2 was the most dif f icul-t. At

RPC(Pac) 27 beds are reserved solely for indiwidual-s

with a hist.ory of major mental illness. A survey of

the available patients resulted in a list of 13

potential candidat.es. Of these, five turned out to be

too seriousl-y disturbed, and two refused to
participate. In an effort to supplement. this group it
\,\ras necessary to approach other potent.íal- data

col-l-ection sitesr.

Administration at the Fraser Regional Correctional_

Center were ful1y support.ive of the project and of

seven inmates initially considered possible candidates,

four men actually volunteered. Upon furt.her evaluation

two of the men were assessed as too di-sturbed t.o

complet.e the tasks, and therefore did not meet

selection criteria. The t.wo remaining volunt.eers were

released prior to completion of data collection.
Unfort.unately, due t.o the highly transient nature of

Provincial inmates (either through release or

transfer) , further data col-l-ection at FRCC was deemed

prohibit.iwe.
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A decision was then made to approach Fl-orida State

Hospital where administration was fully supportive of

the project. Access was permitted to those patíents

living on Units 2l and 25. Unit 25, the pre-discharge

unit, housing 24 patients was potentially the richest
source of patients meeting the sel-ection criteria.
Unfortunately none of the 24 patients chose to

vol-unteer.

Unit 2L, housíng up to l-56 patíents, has some of

the more serj-ousl-y disturbed individuals.

Consequently, a l-ist of only nineteen men thought. to

meet the sel-ection criteria was developed by treaLment

team staf f . Five of the nineteen chose not. t.o

participaLe, two were interested in the research but

complained of blurred wision and coul-d not complete the

MMPI-2, and two men withdrew from the research prior to

its completion. FinaIIy, daLa from four of the men,

although completing all phases of data collection, were

not utilized due to their failure to meet the selection
criteria.

fn a renewed effort. to supplement Group 2,

administrati-on at the Corrections Mental Health

Instit.ut.ion were cont.act.ed. Of the approximately 1l-0

men residing in thÍs institution, treatment Leam members
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identífied 21 men as potential- candidates. Three of

the men chose not to participate, one man did not

complete all phases of data collection, and one man

refused to comply with instructions to feign a mental_

ill-ness. Of the remaining a6 subjects, data from nine

were not utilized in final data analyses due to failure
to meet selection criteria.

These efforts resulted in a total- sample size for
this group of L9. The average age of these individual_s

was 35 years. They had completed an averag,e of 1-1

years of education before upgrading, and some post-

secondary educat.ion after upgrading. The average I.Q.

estj-mate was 86, and average reading level
approxímately Grade l-l-.

There was an average of three previous

incarceratj-ons, and an average of 94 months spent

imprisoned. Ten indiwidual-s (53?) had been conwicted

or adjudicated Not Guil-ty by Reason of Insanity of a

serious offense against a person (6 men had been

charged with murder).

Average time hospitalized was 49 months (ranging

from 4 months Lo 217 months) , vüith 10 (53?) individual_s

reporting no previous hospitalizations, 4 (2fZ)

reporting one previous hospitalization, 3 (L6Z)
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reporting two prewious hospitalizations, and 2 (1-02)

reporting three previous hospital-izations. The

majority (68?) had receiwed a diagnosis of one of the

schizophrenias, three (L6Z) had a diagnosis of manic-

depressive ill-ness, two (10?) were diagnosed as

schizoaffectíve, and one (5?) had a diagnosis of

del-usional disorder.

Design

A repeated measures, factorj-al design with two

independent group factors (3x2) was employed in this
study. The independent group factors were Lreatment

exposure and instructional- set. Wit.hin the Lreatment

exposure variabl-e there were three lewel-s: no previous

psychiat.ric hospital-izations or treatment, currently
incarcerated ín a Federal penitentiary (Group 0); no

previous psychot.ic breaks, currently or previously

treated in a psychiatric facility for personality

disorders (Group 1); and previous psychotic episodes

and psychiatric hospitalizations (Group 2).

The order of instructional- set factor consisted of

two l-eveIs: (a) fnstructions t.o respond accurat.ely

(see appendix C) given the first. week, and instruct.ions
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to feign a mental íIlness (see Appendíx D) given on the

second, (b) Inst.ructions to fake a mental íll-ness

gíven the fírst. week, and instructions to respond

accurately given on the second week. In an effort to

control f or order ef f ect subj ects r¡/ere randomly

assigned to one of the two condit.ions.

The dependent wariables consisted of three

measures from the IWIPI-2, and síx st.rategies from t.he

SIRS. The three scafes from t.he Iv[i4PI-2 r/üere F (¡' sca]_e

raw score); F-K (¡' scale raw score minus K scal-e ra\^/

score); and TOTSO (summed total- of Obwious minus Subtle

T-scores which are determined for the Depression,

Hysteria, Psychopathic Deviat.e, Paranoid, and Mania

scales) , and six scales from the Struct.ured Interview
of Reported Symptoms (SIRS) . The SIRS scal-es included

as dependent measures were: Symptom Selection (SEL),

Symptom Severity (SEV) , Bl-atant, Symptoms (BLAT) , Rare

S)rmptoms (RS¡ , Improbable/Absurd Symptoms (IA) , and

Sympt.om Combinations (SC) .

To assess the predictive walidity of the Mt4pI-2

and SIRS a discriminant analysis was performed. fn

this analysis the grouping factor was instructional_ set

(malinger vs. accurat.e j-rrespect.ive of order) , not

treatment exposure. The null- hypothesis t.hat t.here
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woul-d be no significant differences between response

styles according to instructional- set was tested using

a MANOVA with subjects co1J-apsed ower groups, and

instructional- set (malinger vs. accurate irrespective
of order) as the independent group factor. Finally,
the null- hypothesis of no difference between criterion
groups in terms of ability to feign mental- illness was

tesLed using a MANOVA with treatmenL exposure and order

of instruct.ional set as independent group factors, buL

in this case utilizing only data obt.ained under

instructions to malinger.

Material-s

The ItrVPI-2 (Hathaway & McKinley, 1989) and the

Structured Interview of Report.ed Sympt.oms (SIRS;

Rogers, 1986b) were administered to the subjects under

t\¡¡o instructional sets. The MMPI-2 is a recent

revísion of the MMPI (Hathaway & McKinley, L943).

Although t.he format. of the invent.ory remains

essentially unchanged, there have been seweral major

improvements. The most significant change has been the

determination and implementation of new national (U.S.)

norms thought to be more representat.iwe of t.he present
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United States population. In addition, a more

consistent format for the T scores in the basic test
profile has been introduced" The original met.hod of

det.ermining simple linear T scores from raw score means

and standard dewiatíons for a scal-e was replaced by

uniform T scores generated to produce a simil-ar range

and distríbution f or all- the basic cl-inical scal-es.

Fina1ly, items within the inwentory were edited to
el-i-minat.e ambiguity, sexíst wording, and outmoded

cont.ent (Hathaway & McKinley, 1989) .

The SIRS is a 160 j-tem, structured interview which

at the time of dat.a collect.ion was in the research

phase of development. It. is scored in a simil_ar manner

to that of several other structured interviews

currently in use (e.g., Diagnostic fnterview Schedule;

Robins, Helzer, Croughan, & Ratcliff, 198L¡ Part II,
Schedul-e of Af f ective Dj-sorders; Spitzer & Endicott,

I97B; Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III;

Spitzer & Williams, 1,986) . The SIRS is scored based on

three gradations of response: (2) definite y€s, (1)

qual-ified yês, and (0) not presenL. Only three

gradations were used in an effort to improve

rel-iability by minimizing subjectivity in cl_inicians,

ratings (Rogers, 1988c) .
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Although at the time of data collection the SIRS was

stil-l- in its developmental stages, preliminary

psychometric properties of the SIRS, discussed in a

previous section, were promising.

Procedure

Recruitment and Traininq of Research Assistants

Seweral- instructors at a local- community college

were conLacted and the research project was briefly
described to them. The instruct.ors r¡/ere asked t.o

survey their male students to determine if any would be

potentially suítable research assisLants. A l-ist of

five names was obt.ained, and the five students were

contacted by the primary researcher. After discussing

the role they would pfay in data collectíon, the

set.Lings in which data col-lection woul-d take place, and.

renumeration, all five students expressed an j_nterest.

in participat.ing.

During the explanation of data collection, and

throughout the entire phase of data col-l-ect.ion the

assistants were a}l- informed that the interview they
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would be administering was designed t.o assess mental-

il-l-ness. At no t j-me during these period.s were they

advised by the primary researcher t.hat t.he SIRS was

designed to assess mal-ingering, nor that the

respondents had been j-nstructed to feign a mental-

illness (wit.h the exception of the training period,

when the students vrere advised that certain staff and

inmate volunteers had been instructed to malinger).

The t.rainíng evolwed through three phases,

involving approximately 25 hours in total_. In an

effort t.o acclimati-ze the assist.ants to a

prison/hospitaÌ setting, training took place at the

Regional Psychiatric Center, with wol_unteer staff and

patient.s recruited from that institution.
In the first. phase, lasting approximately three

hours, Lhe assist.ants f amiliarized t.hemselves with the

Structured fnterview of Reported S)rmptoms. This

inwol-wed having each of the assistants take turns

reading aloud the instructions and t.he interview items.

During this phase the primary researcher pointed out

potent.ial difficul-ties in int.erviewing and. scoring, and

answered any questions raised. At this tj_me the

assistants v/ere instruct.ed on the import.ance of
devel-oping rapport during the interview, how it míght
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be achiewed, and certain interwiewing techniques. It
was emphasized that the assistants make every

reasonabl-e effort to obtain a scorable response (í.e.,

not allow respondent.s to simply state rrf don't knowr'),

and to pay particul-ar attention to the scoring of

double stem items.

In the second phase of Lraining, lasting
approximately fourteen hours, each of the assistants2

int.erviewed at l-east one staff member or

patient/ínmate, while the other assist.ants observed and

completed the SIRS protocol. After each intervj-ew

problems encountered in int.erviewing or scoring' vüere

discussed and t.he interwiew st.yle of t.he interviewer
v/as critiqued. Al-l- but. t.wo of the staff and one of the

patients had been instructed to f eign a ment.al il-l-ness.

In the final phase of training approxímately eight

hours was devoted to having each of the assistant.s

interwiew one patient/inmate (one assistant interviewed

two pat.ients/inmates). As before, the other assístants

observed the interview and scored t.he SIRS protocol.

Atl patients/inmates had been instructed to malinger.

In addition to providing feedback regarding ínterview

style and addressing any previously unencountered

scoring difficul-ties, the final phase of training was
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dewoted to assessing interraLer reliabilit.ies (fRRs) .

Reliability coefficients \¡¡ere cal-cul-ated for each

of the scaÌes that were to be utilized in subsequent

data analyses. Product moment correlatj-ons ranged in
walue from r : .84 to .99 over the six scales. Average

IRRs for each of the scafes was: Selectivity r = .96,

Severity r = .96, Bl-atant Symptoms r = .94, Rare

Slrmptoms r = .87, Improbable or A-bsurd Symptoms r =

.95, and Symptom Combinat.ions r = .97 . The magnitude

of these correlations were consistent. with those

reported by Rogers (19BBb & Rogers, Gillis, Dickens, &

Bagby, 1-991-) . Consequently further t.raining was not

deemed necessary.

Data Col-lection

Prior t.o beginning the forma1 phase of data

collect.ion every effort was made to obt.ain the informed

consent of al-l- potential- vol-unteers. This was achieved

by explaining t.o all potential subjects their role in
the research (i.e., the requirement that they would be

asked to feign a ment.al- il-l-ness at one point) ; the

procedures inwolwed in dat.a coll-ection (i.e., that they

would have to complete quick intel-l-igence and reading
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tests; the MMPI-2 on three occasions; and that they

woul-d be inten¡iewed by two dífferent research

assistants); measures taken Lo ensure confident.iality;
renumeration for participation (inctuding explanat.ion

of the bonuses for active participation); and method of

renumeration. Questions were answered by the primary

researcher, and once it was apparent that subjects

understood what was expect.ed of them they \¡rere required

to complete the consent form (see appendix A) .

Actual- data collection took place over three

weeks, one day per week, separated by five Lo seven

days (mean : 6.6 days) . In addit.ion to completing the

consent form, on the first day of data coll-ection al-I

subjects completed the BetaÏI I.Q. est.imate (in groups

of 2 Lo 10), the reading subt.est of the WRÀT-R

(indiwidually), and the MMPI-2 (in groups of 2 to 10) .

All three measures were administered by t.he primary

researcher (on the one occasion the group had 10

indiwiduals a psychometrist from RPC (Pac) assisted in
monit.oring the BetaII I.Q.) under standard

instructions.

As each subject completed the final- task (MMPI-2)

he was given the opportunity to randomly choose one of

the two instrucLional- sets (See Appendices B & C) to be
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complied with on the foll-owing week. Subjects

receiwing instructj-ons to feígn a mental- illness were

encouraged to discuss potential st.rategies with their
peers (but not st.aff ) , and it was emphasized that t.hey

were not to tel-l- the person doing the interview that

they had been ínstructed to fake. At this time

subjecLs were al-so asked for certain demographic

information (See Appendix D). This information was

later verífied (if avail-abl-e) by t.he primary researcher

through examination of Case Management files or Vüard

Charts.

Prior to col-lecting data on the second day (one

week later), the primary researcher reminded each

subj ect of his ínstrucLÍona1 set for that week and that.

both the interview and the MMPI-2 were to be completed

under these inst.ructj-ons. They were also reminded that
part of their Lask was to fool the int.erviewer, and to

not tel-l- the interviewer they had been j-nstructed j-n

any way. When subjects had compl-eted both the

interview and the MMPT-2 they were provided the final
set of instructj-ons Lo be fol-l-owed on the subsequent

week. Again, those receiwing instructions to fake a

mental- illness were encouraged to talk to thej-r peers,

and were reminded not to inform t.he intervier^rers they
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had receiwed instructions to fake an il-l-ness.

On the final day of data col-lect.ion subjects were

reminded of their role when completing both t.he

int.erwiew and the MMPI-2, and to not inform the

interviewers that they had received inst.ructions. Upon

completing the interwiew and the MMPI-2 each subject

was debríefed. At this time the subject was informed

that because he had completed all three days of data

col-lection he would receiwe both the basic pay of $18

(US$15), as well as the full bonus pay of #A2 (US$10),

for a total- of $30 (US$25) . After having informed the

subject that he would receíve the fuIl pa)rment he was

asked to complet.e the questionnaire examining treatment

compliance (See appendix E - Research Compliance

Questionnaire) .

After subjecLs completed the treatment compliance

questionnaire they r^/ere t.hen briefly informed about the

anticipated differences which rÀ/ere expected as a result
of the t\¡/o instructional- sets. To facil_itate t.his

discussion subjects were presented Nn4pI-2 profiles
showing t.he ant.icipated differences between the respond

honestly condition and the fake mental_ ill_ness

condit.ion. In addition, bar charts il-l-ustrating

differences on obtained scores on t.he various SIRS
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scal-es were presented. In respect to both the Ivß{Pf -2

and the SIRS, test security was maintained by only

providing illustrative examples of how scores had

changed v/ithout prowiding any detail-s of content or

nature of t.he items that contributed to the scoring of

the various scal-es.

Debriefing of Research Assistant.s

Aft.er the fína] set of dat.a had been obtained t.he

research assistants3 were asked to complete a short

questionnaire examining their perceptions of t.he

research project (See Appendix F - Perceptions of

Research Questionnaire). After they had compl_eted this
quest.ionnaire t.hey were informed that al-I subject.s

completed the int.erwiew on two occasionsa, and on one

of the occasions he had been instructed t.o fake a

mental ill-ness. The purpose of the research was t.hen

discussed in more detail, and any questions vrere

answered.
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RESULTS

Data were analyzed in two phases. The first phase

addressed the issue of predictive validity of the t.wo

instruments (MMPI-2 and SfRS) in general, and more

specifically the nine dependent measures. The second

phase of analyses were devoted to examination of

statistical- assumptions and hypothesis t.esting.

Assessment of Predictive Validity

Predíct.ive validities of the MMPI-2 and SIRS were

assessed using a discriminant analysis procedure

(DSCRIMINANT (Norusis, l-9BB) ) . Since all of the

subjects (N:66) had completed the MMPI-2 and SIRS under

both instructions (feign a ment.al illness and respond

accurately), the grouping factor employed in this
analysis was ínstructional set. In t.he first analysis

al-l- nine of the dependent measures were introd.uced into
the analysis as predictor wariabl-es. The second

analysis utilized onì-y the relewant. scal_es from the

MMPI-2 (F, F-K, and TOTSO) as predicLor variables, with
a third analysis incorporating only the depend.ent

measures from the SIRS (SEL, SEV, BLAT, RS, IA, and
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SC) . For all three analyses a stepwise procedure

minimizing Wíl-k's Lambda at each step (witfi a minimum F

to enter of 1.0) was used.

In the first analysis the procedure was terminated

after the third step. The three variabl-es retained. in
the discriminant function were F scale score,

Selectivity of Sympt.oms and Blatant Symptoms. A

canonical- correlation of 0. BB (Wilk, s lambda O .22,

p < .0001) was extremel-y successful (95? hit rate) at
classifying cases accordíng to instructional set (see

Table 3) .

Table 3

Stepwise Discriminant. Analysis (al_l_ Dependent. Variables

Introduced)

Actual Group

No. of

CASES

Predicted Group

Malinger

Membership

Accurate

Malinger

AccuraLe

61-

92 .4%

1

1_ .52

correctl-y classif ied :

66

66

5

7 .62

65

9B.sZ

9s.45+Percent of grouped cases
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In the second analysis the procedure was

terminated after t.he first step. The only variabl_e

retained in the discriminant function was F scafe

score. A canonical correl-at.ion of 0.88 (I,rlil_k,s lambda

0.23, p < .0001) was also ext.remel_y successful (942

hit rate) at classifying cases according to

instructional set (see Table 4) .

Tabl-e 4

St.epwise Discriminant Anal-ysis (onl-y Dependent

Variabl-es from the MMPI-2 Introduced)

Actual- Group

No. of

CASES

Predicted Group

Malinger

Membership

Accurat.e

Malinger 597

89.42 L0.6Z

1 65

l_. s3 98.52

correct.ly classif ied: 93 .942

Accurate

Percent of grouped cases

In the final- analysis t.he procedure was terminated

af ter the f ourth step. The wariables retained in t.he

discriminant function were SEI-,, SEV, IA, and. RS. A

66

66
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canonical correlation of 0.78 (Wilk's tambda 0.40, p
< .0001) was also moderately successful (862 hit rate)

at cl-assifying cases according t.o ínstructional set
(see Table 5) .

Table 5

Stepwise Discriminant Anal-ysis (only Dependent

Variabl-es from the SIRS Introduced)

Actual Group

No. of

CASCS

Predicted Group

Malinger

Membership

Accurate

Malinger

Accurate

Percent of grouped cases

52 14

7B.B% 21,.2%

462

6.12 93.9%

correctl-y classif ied: 86.362

66

66

The L32 cases (66 subjects responding to each of

two inst.ructional- sets) were classified accordíng to
instructional set by the obtained discriminant

function. One hundred twenty six (95.452) of the cases

were correctl-y classified according to instruct.ional
set. Sixty one cases (92.42) under instruct.ions to
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malinger were correctl-y classified as mal_ingering, and.

65 cases (98.5?) were correctly classified as

responding accurately.

Statistical- Assumptions and Hypothesis Testing

Prior to testing the hypotheses, obtained scale

scores were examined for both univariate and

multivariat.e outliers. In addition, the statistical
assumptJ-ons of homoscedasticity and non-

mul-ticol-linearit.y were tested" The raw data for each

of the dependent measures, listed by subject can be

found in Appendix G.

Outl iers

SPSS/PC+ procedure DESCRIPTIVE (Norusis, 19BB) was

utilized to determine the presence of any univariate
outliers for each of the dependent measures within
groups. The procedure was performed independently on

scores obtained under each of t.he ínstructionaÌ sets.
A standard score of t 3 .00 or great.er was cons j_dered to
be an outlying observation.

Under instruct.ions to feign a mental- il_lness only
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one outlying observat.ion was found. This observation

was obtained from subject 0t_0 (Group O) on the

Improbable/Absurd Symptom scale. The direction of t.he

outlying observation suggested that this individual
endorsed significantly more of these types of symptoms

than any of his other group cohorts.

Six univari-ate outliers were identified under

instructions to respond accurately. Again subject 010

(Group 0) prowided an outlying observaLion, this t.ime

on the Rare Symptom scal_e. Subject 019 (Group 0)

provided two outlyíng observations, one on the Severit.y

of Symptoms scale and one on the Blatant Symptom scale.

Subject 051 (Group 2) al-so provided outlying
observations on these t.wo scales, while subject 05O

(Group 1) prowided an outlying observation only on the

Blat.ant. Symptom scale. fn each of t.hese cases the

subj ecLs endorsed more s)rmptoms than their respect.ive

group cohorts.

Data \¡rere then subj ected Lo SPSS/pC+ procedure

MUITTIPLE REGRESSION (Norusis, 19BB) , to identify any

mul-tivariate outl-iers. This procedure was al-so

performed independently on the two inst.ructional- sets

with a standard score cut-off of + 3.00 considered an

outlyíng observation. Results of this analysis were
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negatiwe, and no mul-tívariat.e outl-iers v/ere identified.
In view of the absence of mul-tivariat.e outl_iers, the

uniwariate outliers r^rere considered to hawe littte
impact on mul-tivariate analyses, and consequently no

data \¡/ere removed f rom subsequent analyses.

Homoscedast.icitv

The assumptíon of univariate homoscedasticity was

test'ed using Lewene's test, contained in output from

BMDPTD - One and Two Way Analysis of Variance with Data

Screening (Dixon, a990) . This procedure was conducted

on each of the dependent. measures, under each

instructional set, grouped by treat.ment exposure and

order of instructional set. Results indicated the

possible presence of heteroscedasticity in each of the

two conditions (malinger and respond accurately) .

Under instruct.ions to malinger heteroscedasticity
was indicated for t.he Order main effect for F scale; F-

K scale score; Improbable/Absurd Synptom scale; and

Sympt.om Combínation scal_e. fn the respond accurately

condít.ion univariate heteroscedastícity was indicated
for t.he fnteraction (Treatment exposure x Order) effect
for the F scale; F-K scale; Improbable/Absurd Symptom
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scale; Rare Sympt.om scafe; and Sympt.om Combination

scale. In addit.ion, heLeroscedasticity was present for
the Order main effect for the Selectivity of Symptom

scafe; Sewerity of Symptom scal-e; and Blatant Symptom

scale.

Box's M statistic, available in SpSS/pC+ MANOVA

procedure output (Norusis, 19BB), indicated that under

instructions t.o mal-inger there was no statistically
significant deviation from the multivariate assumpt.ion

of homogeneity of wariance (F (13 5 ,42i-9) 1 . 08 i p =

.246). There were, however, indicatíons that the

multivariate assumption of homogeneit.y of variance was

violat.ed under instrucLions Lo respond accuratel_y

(F(45,2L17) : L.73; p = .002). Univariate and

mult.ivariate tests of homogeneity of varíance j_ndicate

varying degrees of violat.ion of this assumpt.ion,

consequent.ly the more robust. Pil_l_ai,s F statistic was

considered the most. appropriat.e statistical test to be

used in subsequent analyses.

Multicol-l-inearit.v and Sinqularitv

To assess t.he

and/ or singularit.y

possibility

amongst. the

of mul-ticoll- inearity
dependent measures under
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the two instructional seLs SpSS/pC+ MANOVA and MULTIPLE

REGRESSION procedures (Norusis, l_9BB) were emptoyed.

Under instructions to feign mental- ill_ness two of the

dependent measures (F-K scal_e and Selectiwity of

Symptoms scale) produced within cell_ correlations in
excess of r = .80. The same dependent wariabl_es were

found to have within cel-l correl_ations in excess of T :

.80 under instructions to respond accurately. Although

these values do not exceed the r = .99 wal_ue

indicative of biwariat.e coltinearit.y (Tabachnick &

Fidell-, a9B3) , multicol-l-inearity and,/or singularity are

suggested.

Utilízing the SPSS/PC+ MANOVA procedure, the

wit.hin cel-l-s correlation matrix determinant under

inst.ructions to feign ment.al- illness was cal_culated to
be equal to .0001-1-, while under instructions Lo respond

accurat.ely this value was .00103 . A det.erminant with a

val-ue less than .001, as was found under instructíons
to mal-inger, is st.rongly suggest.ive of t.he presence of
mul-Licol1inearity or singularity. Further, a principle

Components Anal_ysis (SpSS/pC+ MANOVA) witfr a VARIMAX

rotation, conducted on data obtained under instructions
to feign mental- illness indicat.ed that both F and F-K

and to a l-esser degree, TOTSO scal_e scores l_oad.ed
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heawJ-ly on the first component (which accounted for
56.762 of the total variance) .

The MULTIPLE REGRESSfON procedure was then used to

assess the possibility that. one of these three

dependent measures may be represented by a l_inear

combination of the other two. Vüith F-K acting as

the dependent variable, and F and TOTSO acting as

independent warÍabl-es, there were indications that F-K

was adequately represented. by a linear combination of

the other two (R2 = .95). To increase statistical-
por^/er, with an acceptable decrease in information, it
r^ras determined that F-K coul-d be removed from

subsequent analyses, under inst.ructions to feign mental

illness. Further, ut.ilizing t.he same procedure on d.ata

obtained under instructions t.o respond accurat.ely, with
F and TOTSO acting as independent. variable, F-K was

considered to be adequately represent.ed by a linear
combination of the other L\¡/o (R2 = .93) . Consequently,

under instructions t.o respond accurately, the depend.ent

measure, F-K was al_so remowed from subsequent analyses.

Re-evaluation of t.he assumpt.ions of

homoscedasticit.y and non-multicol-linearit.y after
removal of the dependent measure F-K, suggested that
hypothesís test.ing utilizíng a multiple analysis of
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variance could proceed emptoying Pil_lai,s F test as the

criterion of choice.

Resul-ts of Mul-tipfe Anal-ysis of Variance

Hvpothesis One

The nuIl hypot.hesis tested in this section
proposed that. instructional- set woul-d hawe no

significant effect on subj ect response sty1e. To test
t.his hypothesis subject data were collapsed over

groups, and because only overal-l- differences in
response styles were to be examined, order of

instructional- set was noL taken into consi-deration.

Tabl-e 6 provides the descríptiwe stat.istics for
each of the dependent measures (with the exception of
F-K) for the entj-re sample under each of t.he

instructional- sets. Casual- examinat.ion of the means

for each of the dependent measures under the two

instructional sets indicate a clear difference in
response st.yle. In each case mean scores f or the

dependent measure under instructions to feign a mental

illness are greater than mean scores of the depend.ent

measures under instrucLions to respond accuratel_y.



TABLE 6. Descriptive Statistics for Entire Sample

UNDER TNSTRUCTIONS TO MALINGER

Variable Mean Std Dev

F2
TOTSO2
NE}ISEL2
NEWSEV2
NEWBL.AT2
RS2
TA2
scoMB2

UNDER

F3
TOTSO3
NEWSEL3
NEi{SEV3
NEWBI,AT3
RS3
ïA3
scor4B3

39 .06 11.30
228 .27 85 .49

a5 .47 6.92
8.35 6.44
6.79 3.86
4 .95 4 .08
2.74 3.63
4 -59 4.04

INSTRUCTTONS TO RESPOND ACCURATELY

Minimum Maximum

7 .74 4.58
1_1 .39 73 -79

2 .73 3.50
.59 1.65
.41" .9L
.33 .90
.1_2 -45
.61, 1 . 08

10 .00 59
48 .00 389

.00 29

.00 24

.00 L4

.00 t4

.00 L4

.00 15

00
00
UU

00
00
00
00
00

2 .00
- 1r_7 . 00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

N
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66
66
66
66
66
66
65

66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66

Label-

F SCA],E RAW SCORE
TOTAT, SUBTLE-OBVIOUS
SELECTTVTTY OF SYMPTOMS
SEVERTTY OF SYMPTOMS
BLATANT SYMPTOMS
RÄ.RE SYMP
IMPROB.ABLE -ABSURD SYMPTOMS
SYMPTOM COMBINATIONS

F SC.A],E RAUI SCORE
TOTAI,, SUBTLE-OBVIOUS
SELECTTVITY OF SYMPTOMS
SEVERITY OF SYMPTOMS
BLATA}]I| SYMPTOMS
RARE STMPTOMS
IMPROB.ABLE -ABSURD SYMPTOMS
SYMPTOM COMBINATTONS

24.00
21,6 _ 00

15.00
8.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
4.00

U
o
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o
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o
Ht

E
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F
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To test for significance between the mean scores

under the t\,vo instructional- sets SPSS/PC+ procedure

MANOVA (Norusis, 1988) was utilized. Results indicat.e

a significant multivarj-ate dífference (Pill-ai's

F(8,1-23) 56.67; p < .0001) between means. In
addition, univariate F(8,a23) tests were all
significant with p < .0001. These findings support

rejection of the null- hypothesis, and accept.ance of the

alternate hypothesis that subjects did in fact. alter
their response style according to instructional_ set.

Ef f ect sizes ranged in wal-ue f rom .91- to A.75 @ =

1.36) placing the power of t.his particular statistical
test in excess of - 80 -

Hypothesis Two

The second null hypothesis to be tested proposed

that t.here woul-d be no differences between giroups in
terms of their response style under instructions to

fake a mental il-l-ness. Taken into consideration when

testing this hypothesis was the order of instructions
provided- In addition, âs not.ed prevj-ously, est.imated

intell-ect.ual functioning was found to d.iffer
signif icantly bet.ween t.he three groups. Consequently,
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estimated intell-ectual- functioning was incorporated as

a covariate in the f oll-owing analyses.

Tabl-e 7 provides a breakdown of the eight

dependent measures under instructions to feign a mental

ill-ness by group (i.e., treatment exposure) .

Dif f erences between mean scores i^rere minimal , and

tested for significance using SPSS /pC+ procedure MANOVA

(Norusis, 1988) . Acting as a covariate, intel_lectual_

funct.ioning did not significantl-y affect response

styles. Consequently the following resul_ts are

reported without a covariate. Resul_ts of the Group by

Order interaction approached significance (pillai,s
F(L6,1-08) = L.65:- p = .068) . There were, however, no

indicat.ions of significant. differences for either the

Order main effect (Pitlai's F(8,53) .85; p: .S6j)

or Group main effect (Pillai's F(16, 108) = 1,.47; p =

.r22) .

Perusal of the univariate F(2,60) t.ests for the

interaction suggests that. the dependentGroup by Order

measures most

Selectivity of

Slrmptoms (p =

Symptoms (p :

.040) .

susceptible to this interaction were

Sympt.oms (p = .009) ; Severity of

.049); Blatant. Symptoms (p = .032); Rare

.044); and Symptom Combinations (p =



GROUP

VariabLe

F2
TOTS02
NEWSEL2
NE.IÁTSEV2
NEWBLAT2
RS2
IA2
sco¡482

GROUP

F2
TOTSO2
NEWSEL2
NEWSEV2
NEWBLAT2
RS2
ï.A2
scor{B2

GROUP

0-No

Mean

38.8s
236.30
14.15

7 .25
5.55
3.80
2.90
3 .6s

HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC HOSPTTAIIZATTON

Std Dev Minimum Maximum

1,I .25 10
73.3'J, 68

5 .66 t_

5 -14
3 .09
3 .64
2 .94
2.72

1 - PSYCHTATRIC HOSPTTALTZATION FOR PERSONAITTY DTSORDER

36 .67
20t.59

15.89
8.93
7 .04
5.04

F2 42
TOTSO2 257
NEIVSEL2 1_6

NEWSEV2 8
NEWBI-AT2 7
RS2 6
TA2 3
scoMB2 5

00 49.00
00 331.00
00 23.0O
00 17.00
00 11_.00
00 r-0.00
00 12.00
00 8.00

10.96
82.04
6.70
6 .43
3.83
3.97
3.49
4.32

2.37
4.93

N

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

L5
48

2

68 1r_
74 94
268
68 7
74 4
054
11 4
11_ 4

Label

F SCALE RA,W SCORE
TOTAI SUBTLE-OBVTOUS
SELECTTVTTY OF SYMPTOMS
SEVERITY OF SYMPTOMS
BLATANT SYMPTOMS
RÄRE SYMPTOMS
TMPROBABLE -ÄBSURD SYMPTOMS
SYMPTOM COMBTNATTONS

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

53.00
324 .00
29.00
22 .00
14.00
14.00
12.oo
L4-00

48
57
43
77
46
55
53
76

17.00 59
6r-.00 389

.00 28

.00 24

.00 1-4

.00 t4

.00 t4

.00 15

27 F SCA],E RÄ'W SCORE
27 TOTAI SUBTLE-OBVTOUS
27 SELECTIVITY OF SYMPTOMS
27 SEVERTTY OF SYMPTOMS
27 BI,AT.AIVT SYMPTOMS
27 RARE SYMPTOMS
27 IMPROBABLE-ÄBSURD SYMPTOMS
27 SYMPTOM COMBINAT]ONS

¡MNTÀI ILLNESS

L9 F SCALE R.AW SCORE
L9 TOTAI SUBTLE-OBVIOUS
T9 SELECT]VITY OF SYMPTOMS
L9 SEVERITY OF SYMPTOMS
1,9 BLATANT SYMPTOMS
T9 RARE SYMPTOMS
19 IMPROBABLE-ABSURD SYMPTOMS
L9 SYMPTOM COMBINATTONS

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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Two facLors adwersel-y affected the power of these

signif icance t.ests, both were rel-ated to sample size.

The first difficulty was associated with unequal cel_1

sizes. As noted in the design section, a repeated

measures factorial design was ut.il-ized to test this
nul-l- hypothesis. Subjects r^/ere assígned to one of the

two conditions (fake mental- illness first., respond

accurately second, or respond accurately first and fake

mental illness second) by having them blindly choose

one of the two instrucLional sets on the first day of

data collection. Unfortunatel-y t.his method of

randomízed assigrunent., and the subsequent remowal- of

subj ects due to t.heir f ailure to meet selection
criteria resulted in unequal ceI1 sizes. This inequity
was part.icularly conspicuous in Group 2 where d.ata from

only f our subj ects \^rere avail-abl-e in the cel-l with f ake

ment.al illness instructions on t.he first occasion (data

f rom the remaining l-5 subj ects vüere obtained under the

condition to respond accurately on the first occasion).

The second difficult.y was rel-ated to relat.ively
smal-l- ef f ect sizes. The ef f ect sizes determined f or

testing of this hypothesis ranged in value from .04 to
.67 @ = .30). With a Type I error of .05, power of
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the test was estimated to be .52. That is, there was

only a 522 chance of rejecting the nul-l- hypothesis íf
in fact it were false.

Results of t.he Treatment Compliance Questionnaire

Group 0 (No History of Psychiatric Hospitatization)

Al-l- of the subjects (n=20) in thís group indicated

that. they had remembered the inst.ructions during all
phases of dat.a collection, and had attempted to fooÌ

the research assistant when instructed to. Only one

subject. (5?) indícated that on t.he day he was supposed

to be rrAccuraLerr he was noL very accurate in his

responding.

Sewenteen subjects (85?) believed their
performance under instructions to feign a mental-

illness would have fooled a psychologíst., but three
(1-5?) admit.ted they had occasionally forgot.t.en the

instructions, and answered the questions as they

normally would hawe. None of the respondents índicated

that t.hey had completely forgotten the instructions to

f ake a ment.al- il-l-ness.

Ten (50?) of the subjects stated that it was
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easiest to fake a ment.al_ íl_l_ness while completing the

MMPI-2, whil-e seven (35?) thought t.he SIRS was easiest
Lo fake. Half of the subjects reported that they had

tal-ked to other inmat.es about how they woul_d try to
make a more believable presentatj_on, and fifteen (j5Z)

noted that. they had t.hought of a strateqy to help them

during their performance.

One subj ect admitted to having mad.e previous

attempts at feigning a menLal_ ílIness t.o gain some

reward. This individual claimed that his efforts had

been believed, and he received t.he sought after
benefit.

Group 1 (Hospitafization for Treatment of personafity

Disorder)

Twent.y six (96.3?) of the individuals in Group 1

reported that they had generally remembered the

instructions during all phases of data corlection and

had made a sincere attempt to fool t.he research

assistants- Two of the subjects (i.42) noted t.hat they
had not been as accurate as possibre when inst.ructed t.o

do so.

Twenty subjects (j4.1_Z) thought their performance
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woul-d have fool-ed a psychologist on the day they were

instruct.ed to feign a mental il-Iness, but' three (1,0.72)

admitted they had occasíonally forgotten these

instructions. Only one subject cl-aimed t.hat he had not

followed the instructions t.o fake a ment.al- il-lness at

all, buL comparison of this subject's data under the

two instructional seLs suggests otherwise.

Seventeen subj ects (63 " 0? ) reported that the MI{PI -

2 was easier to complete under instructions to malinger

than the SIRS, while efewen (40.72 ) indicated the

converse. Nineteen of the subjects (70.42) noted that

they had talked to ot.her inmates/patients regarding how

best to fake a mental- ill-ness, and 92.62 of the

respondents cl-aimed to have utilized some strategy when

asked to malinger.

Only three subj ects (l-1 . l-? ) admitted to having

faked a mental- illness in the past, with two of t.hese

individuals claiming to have successfully achieved the

goal of their malingering.

Group 2 (History of Major Mental Illness)

Of the nineteen cohorts in Group 2, only one

subject (5.3?) stated that he had not done his best to
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fool the research assistants. Three subjects (15.9å)

reported they had not been very accurate when

instruct.ed to do so. Fífteen (79.92) of the

respondent.s believed their performance would have

foo]ed a psychologist, but six (3I.62) admitted they

had occasionally forgotten the instructi-ons. with the

exception of one subject for whom no data were

avaílable, al-t subjects cl_aimed that t.hey had not

forgotten the instructions to fake a mental ill-ness
entirely, but only on occasion.

The majority of subjecLs (73.i2) reported finding
the MMPI-2 easiest to complete und.er instructions to
malinger, while el-ewen subjects (51 .9%) found. it
easiest to mal-inger during the SIRS. These results
suggest that some indiwiduals found the MMpI-2 and the

SIRS equalJ-y as easy (or difficult) to fake.

For Group 2, only four subjects (21_.LZ) had asked.

other inmates/patients for adwice on how t.hey might

fake a menLal- illness. Twel_we subjects (63.2+)

reported using some kind of strategy t.o improve their
performance on the day they were instruct.ed t.o

malinger.

More than a quarter (26.32) of the subjects in
this group admitted to previous attempts at faking a
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mental- ill-ness for some type of personal gain. Al-l- of

the indiwiduals reported having achieved their goal

t.hrough f eigning a mental iIl-ness.

Resul-ts of the Perceptions of Research Questionnaire3

Att of the research assistants debriefed believed

that there had been some hídden agenda involwed in the

research project. None of them were certain as to what

this agenda \¡ras, but t.hey all suspected it pertained in
some way to their abil-ity to conduct reliable

ínLerwiews.

AIt.hough only one research assistant. noted that

one or more subject.s had actually informed him that

t.hey had received instructions to fake a ment.al

illness, al-l- three assist.ant.s conjectured t.hat at least

some of t.he respondents had been coached or instructed.

None of t.he assistants indicated a belief that al-I of

the subjects had received instructions, but only a

proportion of them. All the assistants denied that

their suspicions in any way affected their interview

style, or the scoring of t.he SIRS.
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DTSCUSSTON

The research design employed in this st.udy

incorporated some very important and informative

features. For the first time an attempt was made

specifically examine and compare the response st.yle

forensj-c subject.s with a history of major ment.al_

illness under inst.ructions to feign a mental_ illness,
with those of forensic clients without a history of
major mental- illness. In addition, the instructional
sets were considered to be contextually rel_evant t.o the

subjects participating in the research. Although

instructíons to fake a mental il-l-ness did not specify
the exact nature of t.he il-lness to be feigned, Lhe

description of the scenario was bel-ievabl_e, and like1y
famil-iar to some, if not most, of the respondents. The

provision of a bonus to act. out the instructional set

to the best of the respondent's abil_ity may not. only

hawe enhanced their rol-e playing, but quite possibJ_y

aided in reducing the number of prot.ocols rejected due

to random responding (daCa from only four subjects were

dropped as a resul-t of apparent random responding to
the MMPI-2 under standard instruct.ions) . Six dol_lars

(US$5) is not considered the same enticement as

to

of
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avoídance of a l-ífe sentence (or in Fl-orida the death

penalty), but in terms of more immediate gratification
(i.e., money used to buy canteen), the equivalent of

one days pay is believed to be a considerable

inducement to make some effort to rol-e play believably.
Fina11y, inclusion of the Research Compliance

Quest.ionnaire proved to be a very valuable source of
information in terms of the subject's self-reported
compliance with instruct.ions, âs well_ as documenting

admissions of previous attempts at malingering, and

corresponding rates of success.

Result.s of bot.h the díscríminant analysÍs and

testing of the first hypothesis confirm that
respondents, irrespective of history of psychiatric
hospitalizat.ion, can al-ter responses Ín a predíct'ed

direct.ion. That is, under instructions to feign a

mental- il-l-ness scores on the dependent measures t.ended

to increase. Examination of individual resul_ts

indicated that wit.hout exception aL least three scale

scores \Àrere el-evated under j_nstructions to mal_inger.

In fact, 6L subjects (91,.9l-2) demonstrated el_evations

on six or more of t.he nine dependenL measures.

The discriminant analysis provided validat.j_onal

support for continued use of the IvD{PI-2 and t.he SÏRS
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within a forensic setting to assist in t.he assessment

of malingering. In addition, a high rate of correct
cl-assif ications (95.452 ) with one scal-e from the MMpf -2

(F raw score) and two scal-es from the SfRS (Sel_ect.iwity

of Sympt.oms and Blatant Symptoms) fends support to
recommendations that forensic assessments employ more

than one instrument. Only one subject (051) was

cl-assified as mal-ingering under both instructional_

sets. This individual was a member of Group 2

(prewious history of psychíatric hospit.alizations for
major mental il-l-ness), the Lype of person believed. to
be more likely to be invol-ved in this type of forensic
assessment. This subject noted on the Research

compliance Questionnaire that. he had at times forgott.en

to fo]low the instructions when asked to fake a ment.al_

il-l-ness. Tnspect.ion of hís dat.a indicates that on the

MMPr-2 scales only minor el-evaLions under instructions
to malinger were in evidence. Further, when asked to
respond accurately, F raw score and VRIN score

el-evat.ions were consistent with random respond.ing t.o

the it.ems. On only one of the six SIRS scales did t.his

individual demonst.rate an increase in scale score,

rerative to scores obtained when he had been instructed
to respond accurat.ely. Examination of his responses
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indicated that under instructions to respond accurately

he had endorsed numerous SfRS items, and in fact
exceeded proposed threshold criteria on four of the six
SIRS scales. These findings may be ínt.erpreted ín one

of two ways: First, he was malingering in both

conditions, or he was quit.e seriously disturbed. and

resul-ts in t.he respond accurately condition refl_ected

his mental- state. fn view of this person,s psychiatric
history, and clinical reports of periodic

decompensation it seems that t.he latt.er explanat.ion may

be the more plausible. Irrespect.iwe of the reason for
the misclassificat.j-on, even one such error can have

very serious consequences. If this had been a real
situation and this man had been assessed as malingering

he coul-d hawe been mistakenly sent. to prison instead of
a treatment facility. This case in particular
exemplifies the import.ance of obtaining as much data as

possible in making a determination of possible

malingering.

Five subjects were classified by t.he discriminant

analysis as responding accurateJ_y when ín fact they had

receiwed instructions Lo fake a menLal il_Iness. Two

subjects (001- and 0t-0) v/ere from Group 0 (no history of
psychiat.ric hospitalizations) , Lwo subjects (021_ and
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093) from Group 1 (history of psychiatric
hospitalizations for treatment of personality

disorder), and one subject (104) from Group 2.

Two primary explanations of these

miscl-assif icatíons present themsel-ves. First, the

subjects could have forgotten, or chose not to fol_low

t.he instructions to mal-inger" A second possíbility is
that' these individuals did in fact. "beat the system. ,'

That is, provide I!ß4PI-2 and SIRS responses under

instruct.ions to mal-inger, that would generally be

attributed to a person sufferíng from a major menlal_

il-l-ness . Examination of each of these indivídual_, s

data indicated t.hat al_l_ of the subjects had al-tered

their scale scores in the expected d.irection under

instructions to malinger. Only two of the five (093

and 1-04) profiles on the MMPI-2 had been altered in
such a f ashion that. maj or mental_ ill_ness would. be

suspect.ed wit.hout suggesting obvious exaggeration.

The remaining t.hree individuals provided. only very
minor changes in their MMPI-2 profiles, and minimal

dif f erent.ial- item endorsement. on the SfRS. Based on

these results alone, and in the absence of any history
of major mental il-lness, it is not likely t.hat. an

insanity defence would have been successful- for any of
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the three índíviduals.

Testing of the first hypothesis clearly
demonstrated that not only did subjects alter theír
responses in the expected direction under instructions
to mal-inger, elewations in scal-e scores (relatíve to

those obtained in the respond accurately condition)

were significant. These resulLs support previous

research findings which have indicated that. prison

inmates can al-ter response style accordíng to

instruct.ional set. More importantly, howewer, is the

finding that forensic subjects with a history of major

menLal- il-l-ness can respond in a predictable manner in
accordance wit.h j-nstructions provided, and do so in a

fashion sj-mil-ar to that of forensic subjects without a

history of major mental- il-lness. This finding
emphasizes the importance of consistently assessing the

possibility of malingering in any forensic assessment,

regardless of the individuals personal history of major

mental- illness. Further, the utility of the Ivß4PI-2 and

SIRS in assessing malingering amongst individuals with
a history of major mental- il-l-ness gained support..

In testing the second hypothesis resul_ts did not

support. rejection of the nuII. That is, there was no

evidence to suggest that history of psychiatric
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hospitalization improwed ability to feign a mental

ill-ness. Although l-imited sample size and unequal cell_

sizes do not al-l-ow f or assertion of the nut1, results
do indicate a trend. Under instructions to fake a

mental- il-l-ness, not only did Group 2 subjects generally

exceed the most conservative cut-off points described

in the l-iterature on the MMPI-2, and t.hreshol_d. scores

on the SIRS, their scores consístently surpassed those

of prison inmates without. a hist.ory of maj or mental

illness (i. e./ Group 0 and Group 1). This finding was

count.er-intuitíwe and contrary Lo the assertions of
Rogers (1990) and Sadlow and Susl-ick (1961_), and begs

t.he question; Why haven't these individuals l_earned

from previous experience (i. e., psychotic episod.es)?

The simplest explanation woul-d be t.hat t.he respondents

were not making a concerted effort.. Results of the

Research Compliance Questíonnaire, if considered

credibility, suggest otherwise. Ninet.y seven percent

of the subjecLs reported having done their best. to
foll-ow instructi-ons, and of these 79.72 beli-eved their
performance woul-d hawe fooled a psychologist. Also,

there is the matter of the bonus of g6 (US$S) if the

psychologist \^rere fool-ed.

Anot.her possibl-e, and perhaps more likely
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explanation is that these indiwidual-s simply hawe not

l-earned from their experiences. limited personal

insight is a cornmon feature associat.ed with individuals
suffering from a major mental il-l-ness, especially those

with chronic, residual symptoms.

A second, quite unexpected finding was ewidence of

a Group x Order Interaction effect.. Examination of the

cell- means suggest that much of this interaction coul-d

be attributed to the respondents ín Group 2. Although

there were only four subjects in the Group 2 ceLI

receiving instructions to feign mental illness the

first week, the pattern of resul-ts were consistent. On

every measured scale of the SIRS, under instruct.ions to
f eign mental- il-l-ness, the averag'e score of t.he f our

indiwidual-s feigning mental- ill-ness the first week were

consistently lower than the fifteen indiwiduals

f eigning mental il-lness the second week (t t.ests

indicated a significant. difference on five of six SIRS

scales). It is important. to note however, that even

the four indiwidual-s with the l-owered scores under

instruct.ions to fake, exceeded the proposed cut-off
scores (Rogers, 1988b) for three of t.he SfRS scales

(Symptom Selectivity, Sympt.om Severity and Bl-atant.

Symptoms) . The fact that. t.hese individuals did not
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surpass the cut-off scores for two of the other scal_es

(Rare Symptoms and Improbabte/Absurd Symptoms) lends

credence t.o Rogers (l-988b) cautíon against relying
so1ely on cut-off scores in decision making.

A possible explanation for this finding is related
to the notion t.hat individuals with a history of
chronj-c mental il-l-ness have difficulty adjusting to new

situations. The SfRS presented a new situation for
these individuals, and their uncertainty as to how to
respond is ref l-ect.ed in the resul_ts. The Group 2

subjects who had a chance to respond accurately to the

SIRS prior to feigning a mental il_l_ness r¡rere more

comfort.able in the situat.i_on, and able to become more

involved in t.heir rol-e.

This assertion receives some support with the

additional finding that on the I![\4pI-2 the opposite

trend was observed. That. is, average scores on the

three vn\4Pr-2 scafes under instructions to malinger r^rere

consistently (but noL stat.istically significant.ly)
higher for the four individual_s instructed to feign
mental- il-l-ness the first week, than those of the

f ift.een subjects faking the second week. The MMPI-2

was a famiriar task t.o these individ.uals, consequently

under instructions to fake a mental_ il_lness the
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subjects were more comfortable in providing unusual- or
exaggerated responses .

Anot.her important fínding relaLed to testing of
the second hypothesis was that level of intel-l-ectual_

functioning (at l-east within l_ow to high average

ranges) does not appear to signifícantly affect the way

an individual- alters his response st.yre in respect to
instruct.ional- set. Those indívidual_s with l_ower

estimates of I.Q. did not. perform any better, or worse,

than indiwidual_s wíth higher I.e" estimates.

The Research compliance euestionnaire proved t.o be

an inwal-uable source of information. Easily
administered and scored., t.his information was perhaps

the most enlightening. In discussing resulLs of a

simu]ation design study it is important to know whether

or not the subj ects are at least saying t.hey f ollowed

the instructíons. In the present stud.y 97? of the

subjects reported that they had made a sincere attempt

to foor the psychologist. since the subjects had been

advised prior to complet.ing the Research compliance

Questionnaire that t.hey wourd be receiving the bonus

money for theír participatJ_on, iL is assumed that
subj ects were not prevaricating in an att.empt t.o gain
more financial- compensation. This al-one does not rul_e
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out t.he possibility that subjects stil-I l_ied about

their ef f ort. Resul-ts f rom t.esting the f irst
hypot.hesis, and examinatíon of indiwid.ual results,
indicat.ed that wit.hout exceptíon, and at l_east to some

degree, afl subjects had altered their response style
in the expected direction according to the instructions
prowided. Also, when analyzing t.he data iL is
important to know that only one subject indicated he

had not made any attempt to fol_low the instructions to
fake a mental- íl]-ness at all_. In this case it allowed

the researcher to examine this individual_,s results,
and det.ermine that he had in fact significantly a]tered
his response style according to t.he instruct.ional_ set

provided. Consequently, his dat.a were retained in
subsequent. analyses.

Anot.her important finding derived from the

Research compriance Questionnaire was that. i7.62 of t.he

subjects bel-ieved that their performance would hawe

fooled a psychologist. As has already been discussed

only four of Lhe subjects (5.9?) had actually provided

believably altered responses, and of these four, one

subject indicated on his Research Compliance

Questionnaire that. he did not believe his performance

woul-d have fooled a psychologist. The large number of
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subjects beliewing they coul-d foof the psychologist

suggest that generally prison inmates may have an

exaggerated sense of their own ability to fake a mental_

illness. Or, equally as plausible, is the notion t.hat

these individuals are of t.he impression that
psychologists are easily duped. Regardl-ess of the

underlying reason, it is reassuring to know t.hat either
psychologists are not so easily fooled, or that. prison

inmaLes are not as adept at faking a mental- ill_ness as

they bel-ieve they are.

In a rel-ated vein, 79.I2 of the subjects claimed

to utilize some strategy in their attempt. to fool the

psychologist. Subjects v/ere requested to briefly
describe their warious strategies, and it was

heartening to noLe that the majority of subjects

maintained the phil-osophy rrworse is better, " in terms

of endorsing a great.er number of it.ems wíth bizarre
content. For example, one subject. indicated that. his

strategy was t.o ansvrer " . . . al-l t.he quest.ions about the

mind with yes." The two subjects who had essentially
circumvented the mal-ingering scales atl had chosen a

specific illness they were attempting to fake. This

focus , if maint.ained, wil-l- facil-itate a bel-ievable

presentation when attempting to mal-inger.
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A criticism in the fiterature regarding research

on malingeríng is the fact. that an acLual base rate of
malingering has not been determined (e" g., Faust &

Guilmette, 1990) . The present study provided an

opportunity to facilitate gathering base rate
statistics. Although a self-report questj_onnaire,

considering the nature of the admíssion, it would seem

more likely that under-reporting would occur as opposed

to over-reporting. Thus, iL is of interest. to note

that. L32 of the entire sample reported having

malíngered in t.he past in an effort to achieve some

goal. More importantly, 262 of the Group 2 subjects
(those most likely t.o find themsel-ves engaged j_n a

forensic examination) related that. they had feigned a

mental illness in the past, and aÌl of them report.ed

having gained their desired goal.

Contributions to the Literature and

Recommendat.ions for Future Research

The current research was designed to address many

of t.he shortcoming noted in the literature pertaining

to the study of malingering. Inclusion of a criterion
group comprised of subjects with a history of major
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mental ill-ness has improved our understanding of their
ability to fake, and their styte of faking. Result.s

st.rongly suggest that individuals with a history of

major mental il-lness can in fact alter their responses

in a predicted direction according to inst.ructionat

set. Further, their attempts are not particularly
successful, and they do so in a manner simil_ar to that
of their cohorts lacking a history of major mental

ill-ness. Stemming from this findíng are definite
cl-inical- implications. First and foremost, a forensic
clinician encountering an individual- with a history of
maj or mental iIl-ness must not aut.omatically discount

the possibilíty of malingering based solely on the

individual's history. In addit.íon, the obtained

resul-ts provide wal-idationa1 support for the cont.inued

use of Lhe MMPI-2 and the SIRS within a forensi_c

setting.
The current research requires replication with

emphasis on increasing sample size, and. development of
threshold criteria. To facil_itate developing these

criteria a control- group consisting of indíwidual_s with
a psychiatric history responding to the measures only

under standard inst.ructions is necessary.

The development and incl_usion of the Research
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Compliance Questionnaire was extremel_y beneficial.
Some refinement of t.he items is required. For example,

the question asking subjects if they had followed the

instructions could be improved on by asking subjects

what order they received the instructional set in, or

on what day they had been asked to malinger.

Alternatiwely, ât the end of each sessíon of dat.a

collection subjects coul-d be asked what inst.ructions

they had received for that particular day.

In terms of the incent.ives provided there v/ere

indications, at. l-east Ín Canada, that they may have

been insufficient (at least in terms of recruiting
wol-unteers) . Additionally, although t.here was no

evidence that subjects \^rere non-compliant with the

tasks, perhaps perf ormance on t.he tasks could have been

improved wíth larger incentives.

Fina11y, by conducting the first phase of data

collection (i.e., assessment of sel_ection criteria)
prior to random assignment of subjects to the Lreatment

conditions, and through enhancing sample size, problems

encountered with unequal cel_l sizes may be alleviated.
In sum, despite the difficultíes associated with

obtaining subjects with a history of major mental_

il-lness suj-tabl-e for inclusion in this research, Lhe
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need to contj-nue util-izíng this sample pool for a

comparison group cannot be over-emphasized. This

direction gains even more import.ance ín Canada with the

recent amendments to t.he Criminal- Code as a resul_t of
the Swain decision. The Supreme Court of Canada, in
its ruling, found that the automatíc and strict custody

of índividual-s found not. guílty by reason of insanity
is a violation of that indívidual_, s Charter of Rights

and Freedoms. Hightower (L992) notes t.hat the

amendments will 1ikely increase the number of mentally

disordered offenders seeking an acquittal through a
finding of noL guilty by reason of insanity. This will
in turn result in an increase i-n t.he number of forensic
assessments required, increased therapy case 1oads, and

increased costs.
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Appendix A: Subject Consent Form

T, , agree t.o participate in
a study examining response styl-e on two types of
psychological measures. f underst.and that my

participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and

that I may stop participating at any time without fear
of negative reports. In addítion, I have been ensured.

t.hat my responses Lo these psychological measures will_

remaj-n anonymous, and may not be used for any purpose

other than research. I understand that certain
information will be obtaíned from my Case Management. A

fil-e (criminal- history, previous hospitalizations,
grades completed in school- and my age), and the

Psychology file (IQ score) , but. I will- only be

ident.ified by the research number that has been

assigned to me by the primary researcher, Mr. Arthur

Lindb1ad.

I have been tol-d that participation in t.he entire
st.udy wil-l require my attendance in up to six separate

sessions for a total- of approximately sewen to eleven

hours. I have al-so been informed that my ACTIVE

participation, by answering questions carefully, and by

following ínst.ructions throughout the entire stud.y wil_l_
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resul-t in $18 being placed into my canteen account.

Further, if f show that I have fol-l-owed the

instruct.ions to the best of my abitity I wilt receive a

ça2 bonus, for a possíble tot.al of $30. Howewer, Mr.

Lindblad has tol-d me that there are certain methods of

determining whether or not I hawe fol-lowed instructions
to the best of my abílity, and if it is found I have

not foll-owed j-nstructions (for example, just responded

to questions randomly wit.hout reading them) , I will noL

receive the bonus for that session, and I may not be

asked to return for further particÍpation.

(Signed) (Date)

(I¡Iit.ness ) (Date)
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Appendix B: Demographic Information

ID No.:

Age:

Educational History

Híghest Grade Completed in School

Highest Grade Completed in Upgradíng

Most recenL. IQ estimate WAIS-R Shipley's

Other

Criminal- Hist.ory

No. of previous incarcerations as an adul-t.

Approximate Amount of time incarcerated

Current Convict.ion

Severity of Offense (NPB Category) 1_ 2_ 3_

Amount of time incarcerated on current conviction

Psychiatríc History

No. of previous psychiatric hospitalizations
Approximate Amount of t.ime hospitalized

Previous Psychiatric Diagnoses

No. of previous admissions to RPC

Most recent admission date t.o RPC

Dat.e of most recent psychot.ic break

Length of current admissíon

No. of prewious administ.rations of tvD4PI
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Appendix C: Bríefing for "Accurat.e" Response Styl_e

You are to imagíne that you have been just charged with

a very serious crime, and face almost certain
convictj-on (and in fact you did commit the of fense) .

Your lawyer has told you that your only hope is to Lry

to get as short a sentence as possible. To help, your

lawyer has hired a psychologist who will- be coming to

meet with you and give you a couple of psychological

tests. You hawe talked t.o seweral people you trust,
and t.hey have al-l- told you that the best thing you can

do is to answer the questions as ACCURÀ,TELY ÀS

POSSIBLE. ft is important that you answer as ACCURÀTELY

AS POSSIBLE because the psychologist has some ways of

assessing whet.her or nol you are being' accurate. If
the psychologist be1ieves you have been accurate in
your responding you wil-l- receiwe a $6 bonus into your

canteen account (for a total of #L2 for that day, s

participation). If the psychologist determj-nes that
you hawe not fol-l-owed instrucLíons Lo the best of your

ability you will receive only $6 into your account.

Remember, in order Lo receive the bonus for your
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participaLion today you are to answer as AccuRATELy As

POSSTBLE.

ff you have any quest.ions, the only way I can answer

them is to re-read the instruct.ions. Do you have any

questions?
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Appendix D: Briefinq for "Malingered" Response Style

You are to imagine that you have been just charged with
a wery serious crime, and face almost. certain
conwiction (and in fact. you did commit the offense).

Your lawyer has told you that your only hope is to try
to get as short a senLence as possibl_e. To help, your

Iawyer has hired a psychologist who wilt be coming to
meeL with you and give you a couple of psychological

tests. You hawe talked to seweral people you trust and

they have a]l told you that the best thing you can do

is to try and LOOK CRjAZY. So, you have to fool_ the

psychologist by answeríng the questions as if you r^¡ere

SUFFERING FROM A SERTOUS MENTAL ILLNESS. The

psychologist has some ways of assessing whether or not

you are trying to fool- him/her, but t.here are certain
\¡¡ays you can f ool- him without being f ound out. If you

produce t.est result.s that. l_ook fike those of an insane

person, without being caught, 1rou wil_l_ receive a $6

bonus int.o your canteen account (for a total of #12 for
that day's particípation) . We expect that you have

about one chance in five of not being caught, buL it is
possible for eweryone to get. the g6 bonus if nobody

gets caught.. You are encouraged to tal_k to other
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irunates about how you

st.aff or the research

might do this, but ÐO NOT ask

assistants -

Remember, to get

today you are to
psychologist.

paíd t.he bonus

LOOK CR-A,ZY, but

for your

you have

part.icipation

to fool- the

If you have any questions, the only way I can answer

them is to re-read the instructions. Do you have any

quest.ions ?
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Appendíx E: Research Compl-iance Ouestionnaire

!{ith the except.ion of completing this short. form,

your participation in the research has ended. I thank-

you for your cooperatíon, and I hope that you received

some enjoyment from your partícipation. I trust that
the money you earned for your efforts wil_l_ be placed

ínto your canteen account. Although there are various

means of determining whether or noL you r^/ere faking , or

answering accurately, I am happy to inform you that al_l

subjects wílI receiwe the ful-l- $30.00 into their
canteen account for t.heir parLicipation in this
research. If you have any questions please do not

hesitate to conLacL me, Arthur I-,indbl-ad, àL the CSB

(Psychology) Building, Regional Psychiat.ric Center.

Now on to the last. chore. Basically, what I would

like you to do is describe how you tried to fool_ me in
the "Faking Mentally I1l" condition. To do so please

answer t.he following questions as honestly as you can

(circl-e either TRUE or FALSE) :
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1. During all three days f remembered the

instructions, and did my best. to fool- the

research assistants when I was supposed to.

TRUE FALSE

2. Even on the days I was supposed to answer

'rAccuratêfy, " I was not very accurate.

TRUE FALSE

3. On the day I was supposed Lo be "Faking Mentally

Ill, '' f bel-ieve my performance woul-d have fooled a

psychologist.

TRUE FALSE

4. On the day I was supposed to be "Faking

Mentally f11, " f somet.imes forgot what f was

supposed t.o do, and answered t.he questions as I
normalJ-y woul-d have.

TRUE FALSE
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5. On the day I was supposed Lo be "Faking

Ment.ally III-, " I didn't foll-ow the instructions
at all, and just answered as I normally woul-d

hawe.

TRUE FALSE

6. I f ound it easiest to Fake Mental- Il-lness on

the True and Fal-se Questionnaire I completed (the

MMPI-2).

TRUE FALSE

7 . I f ound it easi-est to Fake Mental Ill_ness

during the int.erwiew with the Research Assistant.

TRUE FALSE

B. Af ter receiving the inst.ructions to Fake

Mental lllness I talked to some of the other

inmates about how they would do it, Lo try and

make a more bel-ievable present.at.ion.

TRUE FALSE
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9. I have tried to Fake Mental Il-l-ness in the

past to get some kínd of reward (for example,

transfer to another institut.ion, get medicatíon,

get out of a double bunk situation, beat a

charge) .

TRUE FALSE

10. ff you answered TRUE to number 9: My

attempts to Fake Mental- Il-lness worked, and I got

what. I wanted.

TRUE FALSE

11. I thought of a strat.egy to Fake Mental

Illness, and used it when f rn/as instructed to do

so.

TRUE FALSE
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L2. If you answered TRUE to number LL, please

briefly describe that strategy in the space

provided:
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Appendix F: Perceptions of Research Ouestionnaire

I want to thank each of you for assistíng me in this
research project, I hope it was both enjoyable, as well
as educational. I real-ize that at the outset of the

research f informed you that our primary goal_ was to

assess mental illness in Correctional- set.t j_ngs.

However, t.here are often hidden agenda in research

proj ects, and I am curious as to your percept.ions of

any hidden agenda in this project. After you have

answered this brief questionnaire we can díscuss your

perceptions, and f will address the t.opic of any hidden

agenda that may have existed in this project. pl_ease

answer the following questíons (circle TRUE or FALSE):

1. I bel-ieve t.here !üas no hidden agenda in this
research project.

TRUE FALSE

2. One of the subjects informed me that. there

was a hidden agenda in t.his research proj ect.

TRUE FAIJSE
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3. I suspect there was a hídden agenda, but f,m

not sure what it was.

TRUE FAIJSE

4. I know there was a hidden agenda, and I think

the real purpose of this research was to:

5. There were several- cl-ues that made me believe

t.his was the real- purpose of t.he research. These

cl-ues were:
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Appendix G: Raw Data

Variables listed from left to right in the following order:

ID number of subject

Group Membership

Order of Instruct.ions Received (1=Malinger first; 2=MaIinger

second)

F Raw Score (Standard instructions)
FK Score (Standard instructions)
TotaL Subtle-Obvious Score (Standard instructions)
F Raw Score (Malinger instructions)
FK Score (Malinger instructions)
Total Subtle-Obvious Score (Malinger instructions)
Selectivity of Symptoms (Malinger ínstructions)
Severity of Symptoms (Malinger instructions)
Blatant Symptoms (Malinger instructions)
Rare Sl¡mptoms (Malinger instructions)
Improbable-Äbsurd Sl¡mptoms (trlalinger instructions)
Symptom Combinations (Malinger instructions)
F Raw Score (Accurate instructions)

FK Score (Accurate instructions)
Total Subtle-Obvious Score (Accurate inst.ructions)

Selectivity of Symptoms (Accurate instructions)
Severity of Symptoms (Accurat.e instructions)
Blatant Syrnptoms (Accurate instructions)
Rare Sl¡rnptoms (Accurate instructions)

Improbable-Absurd Symptoms (Accurate instructions)
Sl.mptom Combinations (Accurate inst.ructions)
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FOOTNOTES

1. The first site approached, the Forensic Psychiatric
Institute, l-ocated in the Lower Mainl-and of British
Columbia did not support. t.he research. To date,

although requested, a written st.atement as to why the

research was not permitted has not yet been receíved.

The second site, Lhe Regional Psychíat.ric Center

(Prairies), l-ocated in Saskatoon, approved the research

in principle, but would not. permit payment Lo subjects

for Lheir part.icipation. The research committee viewed

payment as a form of coercion, but would permit monies

to be paid for ward use in general. This restríction
effectiwely changed t.he entire procedure and eliminated

an important component of the project.

2. During this phase of t.raining, persistent

scheduling difficulties with one of the assistants

necessitated dropping him from further participation.

3. Numerous attempt.s to contact one of the assistant.s

failed, consequent.ly he was not debriefed, nor r/üas data

avail-able from him regarding his perceptions of the

purpose of the research.
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4. In the early stages of data col-l-ection two research

assistants noted that subjects r¡¡ere being interviewed

t.wice (newer by the same person) . They were informed

at this time t.hat al-l- subjects were interviewed twice

to facil-itate assessment of test-retest stability and

interrater reliabilities. At the conclusion of data

col-l-ection the aclual reason for each subject being

interviewed twice was cl-arified.


